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Amy Quan Barry
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We Ride Upon Sticks
Pantheon 2020

From the critically-acclaimed author of She Weeps Each Time 
You’re Born comes a coming-of-age tale three hundred years in 

the making

In the town of Danvers, Massachusetts, home of the original 1692 witch trials, the 1989 Danvers Falcons will do
anything to make it to the state finals—even if it means tapping into some devilishly dark powers. Against a
background of irresistible 1980s iconography, Quan Barry expertly weaves together the individual and collective
progress of this enchanted team as they storm their way through an unforgettable season.

Helmed by good-girl captain Abby Putnam (a descendant of the infamous Salem accuser Ann Putnam) and her co-
captain Jen Fiorenza (whose bleached blond “Claw” sees and knows all), the Falcons prove to be wily, original, and
bold, flaunting society’s stale notions of femininity. Through the crucible of team sport and, more importantly,
friendship, this comic tour de female force chronicles Barry’s glorious cast of characters as they charge past every
obstacle on the path to finding their glorious true selves.

Adult Fiction

YA Crossover Potential 

A Recipient of the 2021 Alex Awards

Film rights are represented by the Gersh Agency. 
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Praise

“Quirky, comic, and painstakingly detailed. . . . Barry writes with a sustained, manic energy.” —The New York Times
Book Review

“Spellbinding, wickedly fun. . . . Each sentence fizzes like a just-opened bottle of New Coke.” —O, The Oprah
Magazine

“The prose style is neon and the laughs do not stop. I feel like the author wrote the entire book with an evil grin on her
face.” —Molly Young, Vulture

“Almost too much fun to be allowed. . . . Truly a delight in every way.” —Literary Hub

“In a story filled with friendship, femininity and ‘80s iconography, Barry will keep you laughing with every turn of the
page.” —TODAY

“As many '80s references as a Stranger Things fan could desire and a group of unforgettable female characters make this
a delightful read.” —BookPage

“Touching, hilarious, and deeply satisfying. . . . Readers will cheer [the team] on because what they’re really doing is
learning to be fully and authentically themselves.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

“A playful, nostalgic run through 1980s suburbia. . . . Barry handles a large cast of characters nimbly and affectionately,
allowing each to take a turn or two in the spotlight.” —Publishers Weekly

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: English rights in the US, Canada, and Philippines sold to Pantheon/Random House. AST in
Russia will publish as YA. UK, translation, and first serial rights are available. Film rights are represented by
the Gersh Agency and are under option. 



Proving once again that she is a writer of immense range and imagination, Quan Barry carries us across a terrain 
as unforgiving as it is beautiful and culturally varied, from the western Altai mountains to the eerie starkness of 
the Gobi Desert to the ancient capital of Chinggis Khan. As their country stretches before them, questions of 
faith—along with more earthly matters of love, sex, and brotherhood—haunt the twins, who can hear each 
other’s thoughts.

~6~

Are our lives our own, or do we belong to something larger? When I’m Gone, Look for Me in the East is a 
stunningly far-flung examination of our individual struggle to retain our convictions and discover meaning in a 
fast-changing world, as well as a paean to Buddhist acceptance of what simply is.

Pantheon 2022

From the acclaimed author of We Ride Upon Sticks, a luminous novel that moves across a
windswept Mongolia, as estranged twin brothers make a journey of duty, conflict, and renewed 
understanding.

When I'm Gone, 
Look for Me in the East

Tasked with finding the reincarnation of a great lama somewhere in the vast Mongolian landscape, the young 
monk Chuluun seeks the help of his identical twin, Mun, who as a child was recognized as a reincarnated being 
but has since renounced the monastic life they once shared.

Amy Quan Barry

MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2022: Time, Bustle, 
PopSugar, Literary Hub, Essence

Praise
"Mesmerizing and delicate . . . a dazzling achievement . . . The rhythms are more like prayer than prose, and the 
puzzlelike plot yields revelations in unassuming sentences that a skimming eye could easily miss . . . The novel 
brims with formal peculiarities seemingly designed to cultivate alertness—and they do . . . There are sweet and 
surprising echoes of Dickens throughout . . . If you’re thinking that this adds up to the world’s weirdest logline 
—'A Buddhist sentimental education with stylistic innovation . . .'—you’re not wrong. The unlikeliness of the 
novel is exactly its magic." —Molly Young, The New York Times
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About the author
Born in Saigon and raised in Massachusetts, QUAN BARRY is the author of the novels She Weeps Each 
Time You’re Born and We Ride Upon Sticks (winner of the 2020 ALA Alex Award), and four books of 
poetry, including Water Puppets (winner of the AWP Donald Hall Prize for Poetry and a PEN Open 
Book finalist). Barry’s first play, The Mytilenean Debate, premiers in the spring of 2022. She is the Lorraine 
Hansberry Professor of English at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: English rights in the US, Canada, and Philippines sold to Pantheon/Random House. Estonian 
rights sold to Rahva Raamat.

"[An] engrossing new novel. . . and although it’s a sharp departure from We Ride Upon Sticks . . . its 
unconventional storytelling and fantastical elements will appeal to fans of Barry’s other books. Barry showcases 
the diversity of cultures and traditions within Mongolia and . . .  challenges stereotypes of Buddhist monks that 
readers may carry . . . At its heart, When I’m Gone, Look for Me in the East asks questions fundamental to the 
human experience that will resonate regardless of the reader’s familiarity with Mongolia, and it’s bound to be 
beloved by book clubs.” —Serena Puang, Boston Globe

"A dreamlike and lyrical journey steeped in the tenets of Tibetan Buddhism." —Kirkus Reviews (starred revew)

“An imaginative tour de force . . . Evincing the same dazzling talents that won high critical praise for We Ride 
upon Sticks, Barry vastly expands readers’ horizons, both geographical and metaphysical . . . Readers’ most 
transformative experience comes by reflecting—through Chulun’s thoughts, strangely tangled with Mun’s— 
on the Four Noble Buddhist Truths and the Eight-Fold Path. . .Though the narrative focuses on Mongolian 
Buddhism, readers learn how Buddhists everywhere have suffered as Chinese communists have persecuted the 
faith rooted in Tibet.” —Bryce Christensen, Booklist (starred review)

"Utterly original, a unique immersion in history, philosophy, religion, the nature of time, and the clash of old
and new happening all over our world . . . An award-winning poet, Barry shapes transparent, simple language 
into images that are lyrical and haunting . . . When I’m Gone, Look for Me in the East is a story of much magic 
and many miracles—a startling, yet gentle, book." —Sally Shivnan, Washington Independent Review of Books 



The community suspects Raven was an escort or mistress for a wealthy local man, but he’ll never 
come forward. Are Tragedy and Victor suspects? A local female detective isn’t taking chances with 
anyone. Soon, the heat is on everybody who may have known what happened in the once-viral missing 
black woman case, fast becoming a cold case. Tragedy can’t help but feel she should help while Victor 
wants them both to stay out of it. And while initially Victor’s daughter Joy relieves tension, inspiring 
Tragedy to work on a book about her life, she reveals ulterior motives that cast a negative light on the 
Powells. 
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Kalisha Buckhanon

Running to Fall

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: US and Canada rights sold to AALBC. UK and all translation rights 
available. 

A local spa owner, Gracious Davidson, reported that Raven McCoy was last seen in Grayson. 
Gracious is having an affair and trying to build business to survive the pandemic, so she cashes in on 
the fame the trending crime case brings her. On a night Victor leaves the work-from-home world to 
travel again, Tragedy goes out for booze … and she bumps into Gracious, a familiar face. Just when 
Tragedy appears to get her excessive drinking under control, a fast friendship with the gossipy and 
popular town star leads her to relapse.

Tragedy realizes Grayson Glens has a syndrome, one in which pretty houses ensnare women, to shed 
their own lives and identities while the successful men they live with become strangers. The reward? 
They get to have it all, or at least appear to.

Soon, the intensity and depths of Tragedy’s connection to Raven’s case collide with her alcoholism 
and crumbling marital façade. A chance discovery leads Tragedy to question if, like herself, Victor has 
always been lying about who he really is. One way or another, somebody will pay for what happened to 
a poor young black woman in Grayson Glens.

Forthcoming from AALBC

Tragedy and Victor Powell moved their whole lives to the desirable but dark Grayson Glens enclave 
of dream homes just outside of Chicago. They’re tired of harsh urban realities and, to look successful 
online for their hit podcast, they’ve got to live large in real life. With only a few blacks in the elite 
gated community, they settle in but don’t feel quite at home. Then, a missing young black woman 
floats up in the Grayson River, leaving them feeling even more dark and isolated. Is the spirit of the 
dead woman, Raven McCoy, haunting Grayson? Tragedy, already haunted by her difficult checkered 
past, thinks so. With a brother in and out of jail plus no close family to speak of, she’s always felt 
inadequate in the well-educated and well-heeled world Victor comes from. The added pressure to 
manage her husband’s online image for profit drives her to drink more.



Kalisha Buckhanon

Speaking of Summer
Counterpoint 2019

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: US and Canadian rights sold to Counterpoint. First serial rights sold to Fiction Magazine. 
All translation rights are available, including UK. Michael Cendejas of the Lynn Pleshette Agency 
handles film rights. 

On a cold December evening, Autumn Spencer's twin sister Summer walks to the roof of their shared Harlem
brownstone and is never seen again―the door to the roof is locked, and no footsteps are found. Faced with
authorities indifferent to another missing woman, Autumn must pursue answers on her own, all while grieving her
mother's recent death.

With her friends and neighbors, Autumn pretends to hold up through the crisis. She falls into an affair with
Summer's boyfriend to cope with the disappearance of a woman they both loved. But the loss becomes too great,
the mystery too inexplicable, and Autumn starts to unravel, all the while becoming obsessed with murdered
women and the men who kill them.

Praise

“In this lyrical, haunting coming-of-age story, Solemn struggles to find 
identity and a way forward in the face of poverty and disenfranchisement." 

―The University of Chicago Magazine

“A searing story…fueled by emotion." ―Bustle

“Heartfelt and affecting." ―Booklist

“In one of the most nuanced and intimate reflections of all the ways different intersecting identities can be affected by
reproductive injustice, Upstate tells the story of two high-school sweethearts, Antonio and Natasha, living in
Harlem." ―B*tch Media

“Real and raw in its humor and tragedy." ―Zelda Lockhart, Hurston-Wright Award winner and author of Fifth Born

“Fluent, candid, and colloquial." ―Publishers Weekly
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About the Author
Kalisha Buckhanon is the author of Speaking of Summer (Counterpoint 2019), Solemn (St. Martin’s 
Press 2016), Conception (St. Martin’s Press 2008), and Upstate (St. Martin’s Press 2007) as well as 
numerous stories, essays, articles and blogs on her site negression.com. She was a true crime TV
commentator on BET, ID Channel and TV One. She and her work are featured also in such media as 
Essence, O Magazine, People, Time, Entertainment Weekly, Cosmo, Marie Claire, Elle, The 
Guardian/London Observer and more. Upstate is an American Library Association ALEX Award 
winner, Audie Award in Literary Fiction winner, Terry McMillan Young Author Award winner, 
Hurston-Wright Foundation Debut Fiction Finalist and National Book Foundation "Literature for 
Justice" title. Kalisha has an M.A. and B.A. in English from University of Chicago, where she was elected 
into Phi Beta Kappa. Her Creative Writing M.F.A. is from The New School in New York City. She is at 
work on new projects in her home state of Illinois, where she was born in the small town of Kankakee.

http://negression.com/


Carmen Boullosa                                                                              

The Book of Eve

Deep Vellum March 2023

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: North American rights sold to Deep Vellum, Spanish Rights to Alfaguera. All other
translation rights available. 

What if everything they've told us about the Garden was the other way around? Faced with what appears to 
be an apocryphal manuscript containing ten books and 91 passages, Eve decides to tell her version: she was 
neither created from Adam's rib, nor is it exact that she was expelled by the apple and the serpent, nor is 
story they tell of Abel and Cain true, neither that of the Flood, nor that of the Tower of Babel... 

With brilliant prose, Carmen Boullosa gives a twist to the book of Genesis to dismantle the male figure and 
rebuild the world, the origin of gastronomy, the domestication of animals, the cultivation of land and
pleasure, through the feminine gaze. Based on this exploration, sometimes fun and other times painful, 
The Book of Eve takes a tour through the stories they've told us and which have helped to foster (and 
cement) the absurd idea that woman is the companion, complement, and even accessory to man, which 
opens the door to criminal violence against women. Boullosa refutes and breaks them in this feminist novel, 
foundational and brazen.

~11~

Carmen Boullosa—a Cullman Center, a Guggenheim, a DAAD and a FONCA Fellow—was born
in Mexico City in 1954. She’s a poet, playwright, essayist, novelist,
and artist, and has been a professor at NYU, Columbia University, City College
CUNY, Georgetown, and other institutions. She’s now at Macaulay Honors College
CUNY. The NYPL acquired her papers and artist books. More than a dozen books
and over ninety dissertations have been written about her work.

About the author

Finalist of the IV Vargas  Llosa Novel Biennial
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Ed Cahill

Disorderly Men

Agent: Pamela Malpas/JLLA
Materials Available: edited manuscript expected December 2022
Rights sold: all translation rights available

Forthcoming from Fordham University Press-Empire State 
Editions September 2023

Debut novel set in “Mad Men”-era New York, combining literary nuance and commercial energy

As Empire State Editions’ very first original fiction, this will be a lead title 

Themes overlap with recent successful books of queer love and history (“Swimming in the Dark”; “The 
Prophets”; “The Great Believers”) and films (“My Policeman”; “Bros”)

DISORDERLY MEN is set in NYC's gay subculture in the period before the Stonewall Riots (the 
launch of the gay rights movement in the US) and involves three men whose fates are thrown together 
when they’re all caught in the police raid of a Village bar.

Three stories move in tandem, then intersect:

Roger Moorhouse, Wall Street banker and Westchester family man, sees his preciously 
guarded secret, and the safeguard of social status, threatened with ruin;

Columbia University literature professor Julian, living a careful but comparatively uncloseted 
life, finds his first committed relationship tested to its limits;

For Danny, a Bronx Irish boy with a broadly diverse group of friends, the drama is a 
galvanizing, Spartacus moment: an injustice that he will not let stand. He is bent on violent 
revolt.

Blackmail, a private investigator, and Danny’s personal quest for bloody retribution propel the novel to 
its conclusion, as each man meets the boundaries of his own fear, love, and shame. The stakes for each 
man are different – defined partly by social class – but all of them confront a fundamental question: how 
much happiness is he allowed to have … and what share of it will he lay claim to? It’s a novel that captures 
the period before organized protest begins, when a sense of mission, agency, and a correctable grievance is 
taking shape and power. 



Excerpt from DISORDERLY MEN

“Did you forget how to use a broom?” Danny asked.
 

Roddy held up a copy of the Post. 
 

“It’s in the back,” he said. “Next to last page.”
 

Danny’s face flashed hot as he searched his brain for some explanation or smoke screen or anything to deflect the truth. 
He knew that by simply taking the paper he’d practically admitted his guilt, but he couldn’t think what else to do. 

 
“I’m sorry, Danny,” Roddy said, turning to go. 

 
The fact that he made no jokes or nasty remarks, and even seemed to dislike being the bearer of bad news, only made 

Danny feel worse.
 

He went back to his office, closed the door, and on the next to last page of the paper found the article: “Police Raid 
Pervert Nest.” It was a brief notice and the headline took up nearly as much space as the single sentence that followed: 
‘Early Friday morning, New York City Police arrested thirty-three men on charges of disorderly conduct at Caesar’s 
Palace, a tavern on Bethune Street, after having received numerous complaints that homosexuals and other immoral 

persons were loitering on the premises.’ Then there was a list of names and right near the top he saw his own: ‘Daniel J. 
Duffy, age 23, 120 Starling Avenue, Apt. 8B, Bronx, grocery manager.’

 
Seeing his name there was like finding out he had an evil twin running around town ruining his rep. He knew he’d 

given the cops all the information himself, but reading it on the page, so correct and precise—even the J. for St. Jude, 
who seemed to have given up on him altogether—was a terrible shock. He didn’t just feel exposed. He felt dead. More 

than anything else, the notice looked like an obituary.
~

“He’s a painter, I think you mentioned,” Roger said. “Your friend. Do you like his paintings?”
 

“Oh, I like them very much,” Julian said, with a solemnity that was modulated by obvious pleasure. “They’re big and 
messy but rather moving abstractions, very easy to stare at for half an hour. He’s promised me one he’s been working 

on.”
“And he lives here with you?”

 
Julian seemed to bristle at the question at first but then smiled sadly. “He’s been staying here most weekends,” he said.
Roger tried to imagine how it all worked—eating, sleeping, friends, sex. He wondered if it was like two men living as 

unusually close roommates. But it was hard to picture Julian cooking bacon and eggs and Gus coming into the kitchen 
in his robe to give him a peck on the cheek. All he saw was naked bodies in a bed.

 
“It’s all quite ordinary,” Julian offered. “Just like men and women, really.”

About the author
Ed Cahill is a literary historian and professor of English at Fordham University in New York 
City. This is his debut novel.
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A Soft Burial is a novel that begins with a mysterious protagonist without a name – decades earlier she 
was pulled out of a river in a state of near-death. Upon regaining consciousness, she discovers that her 
entire memory has been erased. The narrative follows her on journey through recovery as she takes a 
job as a housekeeper in the home of a powerful cadre, marries the doctor that saved her, and starts a 
family of her own. Gradually, as the story unfolds, the protective cocoon of amnesia that her 
unconscious meticulously wove around her begins to give way, revealing glimpses of her previous life. 
Eventually, it is revealed that both she and her husband’s families were victims of the Land Reform 
Movement. During the height of the movement, her entire family was killed and her first husband’s 
family committed mass suicide, their bodies given “a soft burial,” that is, haphazardly dumped in the 
ground without coffins. She eventually falls in love with the doctor that saved her. Her second 
husband, Dr. Wu, came from a family in Shanxi that was also murdered during the Land Reform 
Movement of 1948. He managed to escape by changing his name and moving to another city where, 
years later, he saves a woman who had suffered a similar fate. Living in the shadow of trauma, silence 
dominates their lives, until their son grows up and begins to investigate the past…        

~14~

Fang Fang                                                                                             

A Soft Burial

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: Italian, Rizzoli. German, Hoffman & Campe. Japan, Kawadeshobo- 
Shinsha Publishing Co. Korea, Munhakdongne Publishing Group. Spain, 
Editorial Planeta. Chinese and French rights published previously. All other 
rights available. 

Translated into English by Michael Berry

A Soft Burial is generally considered Fang Fang's most important 
novel of the past 20 years and a landmark work in contemporary 
Chinese fiction

When describing the novel’s title in the book’s afterword, Fang Fang wrote: “A “soft burial” is when 
someone is buried without a casket and their body is placed directly into the ground and covered with 
earth; but this is just one kind of soft burial. When a living person consciously or unconsciously covers 
up their past, seals off where they came from, rejects history, and buries their memories then they 
have been softly buried by the hand of time. And once you have been softly buried, the impact lasts 
generation after generation until that past is eternally forgotten.”  The story featured in A Soft Burial 
can be seen as a rich allegory for a nation that has repeatedly buried its past. The tragedy and irony of 
the story is felt even more palpably by the fact that the novel itself was aggressively criticized and 
eventually banned in China. 



The Running Flame

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: German rights sold to Hoffman & Campe.
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Translated into English by Michael Berry

Fang Fang

The Running Flame tells the story of Yingzhi, a girl from the countryside who is influenced by the new
liberal trends sweeping contemporary China. After high school, Yingzhi joins a singing troupe, which
allows her to travel and opens her eyes to new people and places. However, an intimate encounter with a
man brings an abrupt end to all of youthful dreams. After getting married, Yingzhi quickly discovers
that her husband has a bad gambling addiction that puts them in a precarious financial situation. This
drives Yingzhi down a dark path that begins with her going back on tour with the singing troupe; as her
husband gambles away her money, she starts dancing topless and eventually turns to prostitution to
support her husband’s gambling habit. She eventually saves enough money to build a new house but all of
those savings are again squandered by her husband. Caught in a vicious cycle, Yingzhi again turns to
prostitution but after being discovered by her mother-in-law, she runs away to make it on her own.
Yingzhi’s husband attempts to find her but after several unsuccessful attempts, burns down her parent’s
home to get back at her for leaving him. Filled with rage and seeking revenge, Yingzhi burns her
husband to death; the raging flames consume everything, marking an end to all of the promise and hope
that once filled Yingzhi.    

Originally published in Chinese in 2001, The Running Flame (Benpao de huoguang) is a short novel
written by award-winning novelist Fang Fang. Originally published in the prestigious literary journal
Harvest in May, 2001; it was later published in a single volume edition in September, 2001 by
Changjiang Art & Literature Publishing House. In the two decades since its initial release, The
Running Flame has been republished in eight different editions, many of which have gone through
multiple printings in China. The was also critically acclaimed, received four major awards in China
between 2001 and 2003. More recently, The Running Flame has been translated into Spanish and
German. The novel has also widely marketed in China as part of Fang Fang’s “Trilogy of Fate,” which
includes two other short novels that also explore the fate of different women in modern China. 

About the author
Fang Fang is the pen name for Wang Fang, one of contemporary China’s most celebrated
writers.  Born into an intellectual family in Nanjing in 1955, Fang Fang spent most of her
childhood in Wuhan, where she witnessed many of the political movements of Mao’s China,
including the Cultural Revolution. Fang Fang began writing poetry in 1975 and was recognized
with numerous prizes early in her career. She graduated from Wuhan University with a degree
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in Chinese literature in 1982, the same year her first novel was published. Over the course of the next 35
years, she has remained one of China’s most prolific writers. Her novels, novellas, short stories, and essays
have appeared in nearly 100 different editions, including translations into English, Portuguese, Spanish,
French, Italian, Korean, and Japanese. During the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, Fang Fang
published Wuhan Diary (HarperVia, 2020), which has been translated into 20 languages and won the
author acclaim from The New York Times, The New Yorker, LA Times, Guardian, the London
Times, NPR, BBC, and other major media outlets around the world.    

About the translator
Michael Berry is Professor of Contemporary Chinese Cultural Studies and Director of the Center for
Chinese Studies at UCLA. Previously, he was Professor of Contemporary Chinese Cultural Studies and
Director of the East Asia Center at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He holds a Ph.D. from
Columbia University. He is the author of five books on Chinese cinema, including Speaking in Images:
Interviews with Contemporary Chinese Filmmakers (2006) and A History of Pain: Trauma in Modern
Chinese Literature and Film (2008). He has served as a film consultant and a juror for numerous film
festivals, including the Golden Horse (Taiwan) and the Fresh Wave (Hong Kong). He is also the
translator of several books by contemporary Chinese writers, including Wild Kids (2000), Nanjing 1937:
A Love Story (2002), To Live (2004), The Song of Everlasting Sorrow (2008), Remains of Life (2017)
and Wuhan Diary (2020). His work has been recognized by an NEA Translation Grant (2008), an
Honorable Mention for the MLA Louis Roth Translation Prize (2009), and Honorable mention for the
AAS Hanan Translation Prize (2020), and To Live was selected for the NEA’s prestigious Big Read
program.
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Mojgan Ghazirad                                                                               

The House on Sun Street

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English rights sold to Blair

Forthcoming from Blair

Moji is a curious young girl growing in the plush garden of her grandparents in Tehran, while 
hearing the enchanting stories of One Thousand and One Nights from her beloved grandfather, 
Agha Joon. In the backdrop of her vivid, imagined world, a revolution is about to take place and 
the last monarch of Iran is set to leave the country. She witnesses the revolution through the eyes 
of her family members and the adversities that happen to her father and mother. Through the 
stories of Shahrazad, the heroine of One Thousand and One Nights, she learns to endure the 
hostility she faces in the USA from her classmates during the Iranian Hostage Crisis, the trying 
times of her father’s detainment by the Islamic Revolutionary Army, and the hardships of living 
in a nation at war. 

But one thing she is not prepared for is the mystery of love. She falls for Shirin, the enigmatic 
librarian at her new high school who is a genuine tattoo artist and has vast knowledge about 
Persian poetry and Islamic mysticism. Shirin is a trickster who opens up Moji’s young mind to 
literature, but at the same time tries to indoctrinate the new ways of the revolutionaries. Is Moji 
able to pull through the catastrophe of such love? The kindred spirit of her family comes to her 
rescue, and just like Shahrazad, the power of stories helps her prevail the threat of the dominion.

The House on Sun Street can be compared with I Am Malala written by Malala Yousafzai, the 
Nobel Peace Prize laureate. If I Am Malala is a tale of a family uprooted by the global terrorism, 
and the fight for girls’ education, The House on Sun Street is a story of a family uprooted by the 
terror of an Islamic Revolution, and a struggle against indoctrination of radical thinking in girls’ 
education. Moreover, it tells the cryptic story of forging a young, malleable mind with radical 
ideas in the furnace of love, and how the ancient tales of the humankind can save a young soul 
from such peril. 

About the author
Mojgan Ghazirad is a medical doctor and currently works as an assistant professor of 
pediatrics at The George Washington University. She holds an MFA in creative writing 
and has published three collections of short stories in Farsi. Her essays have appeared in 
Michigan Quarterly Review, Idaho Review, Longreads, The Common, Bombay Review, 
and Assignment. Her essay about The House on Sun Street has been published in The 
Best American Travel Writing 2020.



Susan M. Gaines

Accidentals
Torrey House Press 

(World English), 
March 2020

 “This is a book about all the things we don't yet know; all the things we know but keep hidden; and all the things 
we once knew but have lost. Gorgeous, smart, and surprising, Gaines' family saga takes us into the large world of 
nations and politics, but also the microscopic world of mud and microbes. Tender and powerful. ” – Karen Joy 
Fowler, author of We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves
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Praise

An amateur ornithologist follows his mother in her “reverse migration” as she returns home to South America 
after 30 years in the United States. Gabriel Quiroga agrees to accompany his mother Liliana to Uruguay, just 
long enough to get her settled and do a little birdwatching – but the landscape and its vibrant birdlife beguiles 
him, particularly a pretty local specimen named Alejandra, a biologist studying the wetlands that surround 
Liliana’s would-be farm. Gabe and Alejandra advance deeper into their relationship, and into the ranch’s virgin 
marsh, where they discover an undocumented species of water bird with a habitat -- and future -- at risk. Then a 
revelation about Liliana’s own past throws all that Gabe has known into confusion, and a dramatic reckoning 
between the past and the future becomes unavoidable.

“Well-written novels that feature science (but aren’t sf) are few and far 
between, and this work is a welcome addition next to Barbara 

Kingsolver’s Prodigal Summer or Flight Behavior.” – Library Journal

“The plot twists, without giving away spoilers, land like a gut punch. It’s a novel 
that will keep you up late. With birds. Lots of birds.” – The Nature Conservancy 

blog

“A treat for conservationists, and the critique of globalization and portrayal of sibling rivalry are 
particularly well rendered. Barbara Kingsolver fans will want to take a look.” – Publishers Weekly

“This modern coming-of-age story is intelligent and epic in scope” – Forbes magazine 

“We need more stories that capture the liminality of human experience – between languages, national histories, 
economic conditions, and so on. Accidentals points us to the way we are deeply entangled, even when we have 
stopped seeing this entanglement for what it is.”  -- Entropy magazine



It was after four when Alejandra drove up, and she’d already collected her rice field samples. There was no one
around, but she greeted me with such cool reserve, I wondered if I’d just imagined the easy warmth and hungry

kiss of our dinner date the week before. She was still in work mode, hurrying to prepare her sample jars and
analytical instruments—I began to doubt that I’d even get a chance to show her the rails. Let alone lure her into
bed with me that night. Then Angelito ran by her feet, and she suddenly let loose a delighted squeal and stopped

what she was doing to watch him race about the yard. 

 “When did it hatch?” 

 “Last week.”  The coolness, I realized with relief, was just focus.

 Angelito came to a sudden stop in the middle of the yard and stood there with one eye on us, as still as he had been
frenetic.

 “Angelito,” she called softly, crouching down to baby ñandú level and holding out a hand. Even in rubber boots
and baggy pants, she moved with such delicious fluidity, that I just wanted to drink up the view. Like a dancer, I

thought, but more organic, unselfconscious… 

  “It will only go to Rubén,” I said, forcing myself to stop staring at her. “He feeds it El Trigal. Claims those are
the only crackers it likes, that it refuses all the imported gringo brands.”

 “Ha! A true Uruguayan bird!”
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“Accidentals is an intimate family story with an astonishingly epic scope. Alive with history, politics, science, romance,
and birds, it is as entertaining as it is intelligent, as beautiful as it is wise.”   – Jean Hegland, author of Into the Forest 

“With an environmental sensibility evocative of Stegner, Accidentals sings with the vibrancy of the living world. It is a
novel both erudite and emotionally compelling, suffused with science and natural history, and one which places Gaines
firmly in the company of Richard Powers, Barbara Kingsolver, and Anthony Doerr.” – Christian Kiefer, author of The
Animals

“Masterfully encompasses so many levels, from the biology of microbes to the chaos of politics and the mysteries of the
human heart … This is a novel that is, above all, about how seeing is an act of love.” – Rebecca Newberger Goldstein,
author of Properties of Light and Plato at the Googleplex

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book; e-galley
World English rights sold to Torrey House Press. All translation rights available.

Excerpt from ACCIDENTALS

About the author
Susan M. Gaines is the author of the novel Carbon Dreams (2000), a prescient story of global warning
that was an early entry in the genre of eco-fiction, and of the science narrative, Echoes of Life: What
Fossil Molecules Reveal About Earth History (OUP, 2009). Her short stories have appeared in numerous
literary journals and been selected for the Best of the West anthology and nominated for the Pushcart
Prize. Gaines's fiction is informed by a youth spent hiking and birding California's mountains and
coastline, and by her education in chemistry and oceanography. She is the recipient of an Art in Science
Fellowship at the Hanse Institute for Advanced Study, as well as the 2018 Suffrage Science Award.
Currently at work on another novel, Gaines divides her time between her native California, Uruguay, and
Germany, where she co–directs the Fiction Meets Science research and fellowship program.



Tara Ison

At the Hour Between 
Dog And Wolf 

Forthcoming from IG Publishing
February 21, 2023
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Praise

AT THE HOUR BETWEEN DOG & WOLF is a quietly heartbreaking coming of age story that explores how 
extremist right-wing ideologies can warp a vulnerable mind. When twelve-year-old Danielle Marton’s father is 
killed during the early days of the German Occupation, she is hidden away in a quiet farming town in Vichy France 
and given a new identity. Now called Marie-Jean Chantier, Danielle struggles to balance the truth of what’s 
happened to her family and her country with the lies she must tell to keep herself safe. As the years pass, those lies 
become her truths, and by the time there is talk of an Allied invasion and an end to the war, not only has she lost the 
memories of her father’s face and the smell of her mother’s perfume, but her very self. Now a fanatic Catholic, a 
fervent disciple of fascism, and even a collaborator—how can she know what is right and what is wrong when she 
doesn’t even know who she really is? 

“A suspenseful and disturbing psychological story of an adolescent Jewish girl, relocated from Paris to a small village 
in Vichy during WWII and hiding with a Catholic family, who becomes increasingly and dangerously aligned with 
her invented identity. Written in exquisite prose, Tara Ison’s novel of persona, identity and survival in 
collaborationist France is chilling and profoundly moving.” – Janet Fitch

“At the Hour Between Dog and Wolf is a thrilling novel, not just as a splendid read but as a 
deeply resonant work of art driven by the central yearning in the greatest literary narratives: the 
yearning for a self, for an identity, for a place in the world. Tara Ison has always been a writer I’ve 
ardently admired. Here she is at the height of her estimable powers.” – Robert Olen Butler
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Agent: Jessica Felleman
Materials Available: accepted manuscript
Rights Available: UK, All Translation 

“Tara Ison’s riveting historical novel, At the Hour Between Dog & Wolf, takes the reader into Vichy France in 
the early 1940s at the moment when ordinary life shifts into complicity with horror, as the Free French 
government first accommodates the Nazi regime then amplifies its fascist, anti-Semitic project. Told from the 
perspective of a young Jewish girl grappling with identity, Ison’s timely book considers that moment between 
dusk and night, the almost imperceptible shift into darkness, both political and personal, as it exposes the high 
cost of accommodation of evil and bigotry. Provocative, vivid, and affecting, this novel will inspire important 
conversations that we all need to be having now." –EJ Levy, The Cape Doctor

About the author
About the Author: Tara Ison is the author of three novels: The List (Scribner), A Child out of Alcatraz 
(Faber & Faber, Inc.), a Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and Rockaway 
(Counterpoint/Soft Skull Press), featured as one of the “Best Books of Summer” in O, The Oprah 
Magazine, July 2013. Her essay collection, Reeling Through Life: How I Learned to Live, Love, and Die 
at the Movies, Winner of the PEN Southwest Book Award for Best Creative Nonfiction, and her short 
story collection Ball, were both published in 2015 by Counterpoint/Soft Skull Press. Her short fiction, 
essays, poetry and book reviews have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies. She is also the co- 
writer of the cult movie Don’t Tell Mom The Babysitter’s Dead. Ison received her MFA in Fiction & 
Literature from Bennington College, and she is currently Professor of Fiction at Arizona State 
University.



Han Song

Hospital Trilogy

Forthcoming from Amazon Crossing
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“China’s premier science fiction writer." --Los Angeles Times 

A twisted, wildly imaginative tale of one man’s mysterious illness and his journey through a dystopian 
hospital system.

Hospital, March 3, 2023

When Yang Wei travels to C City for work, he expects nothing more than a standard business trip. A break from his 
day-to-day routine, a good paycheck, a nice hotel―nothing too extravagant, of course. No fuss, but all the amenities.

But this is where his problems begin. A complimentary bottle of mineral water from the hotel minibar results in 
sudden and debilitating stomach pain, followed by unconsciousness. When he wakes three days later, things don’t 
improve; they get worse. With no explanation, the hotel forcibly sends him to a hospital for examination. There, he 
receives no diagnosis, no discharge date…just a diligent guide to the labyrinthine medical system he’s now circulating 
through.

Armed with nothing but his own confusion, Yang Wei travels deeper into the inner workings of the hospital and the 
secrets it’s hiding from the patients. As he seeks escape and answers, one man’s illness takes him on a quest through a 
corrupt system and his own troubled mind.

Praise

The kind of science-fiction I write is two-dimensional; but Han Song writes three-dimensional science fiction. If we 
look at Chinese science fiction as a pyramid, two-dimensional science fiction would be foundation, but the kind of 
three-dimensional science fiction that Han Song writes would be the pinnacle. ---Liu Cixin, author of The Three 
Body Problem  

Translated into English by Michael Berry
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Han Song is the Philip K. Dick of China. Hospital reveals strange visions from a fantastical universe, yet the true 
secret remains hidden under the skin of contemporary China. His twisted surreal vision seems removed from the 
everyday world of reason and yet it is able to reveal a truth impervious to traditional realist narratives.  --Mingwei 
Song, Professor, (Wellesley College) and co-editor The Reincarnated Giant

Han Song is an important part of the legacy of critical humanism, from Lu Xun to the Chinese avant-garde 
writers of the 1980s. --Yan Feng, Literary Critic

About the author
Born in 1965, Han Song is a contemporary Chinese science fiction writer. He is widely acknowledged
alongside Cixin Liu (author of The Three Body Problem) as one the primary voices shaping the future of
the genre. He is the author of nine novels, seven collections of short fiction and novellas, and numerous
essays and non-fiction articles that span science fiction, horror stories, and young adult fiction. His major
work includes the novels 2066: Red Star Over America, The Red Ocean, the Tracks trilogy (Tracks,
Subway, and High Speed Rail) and the Hospital trilogy (Hospital, Exorcism, and Dead Souls). He is a six-
time recipient of the Chinese Galaxy Award for fiction and has been awarded the Chinese Nebula Award
(for Exorcism). The Los Angeles Times has described him as “China’s premier science fiction writer.”
English translations of his short fiction have been widely anthologized in Pathlight, Chinese Literature
Today, The Reincarnated Giant: An Anthology of Twenty-First Century Chinese Science Fiction,
Broken Stars: Contemporary Chinese Science Fiction in Translation, and Clarkesworld. A collection of
his short stories in English translation were published in 2020 under the title Exploring Dark Short
Fiction: A Primer to Han Song (Dark Moon Books). Hospital will be his first full-novel to appear in
English.  

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Materials Available: 
World English rights sold to Amazon. German rights sold to Heyne, Japanese rights sold to Hayakawa, 
and Russian rights sold to Eksmo.

Han Song’s fiction has a uniquely “dark consciousness” that offers deep reflections about history and keen 
observations about our contemporary world; all of which comes from an other-worldly perspective. Hospital is part 
of a stupendous trilogy, which is filled with a seemingly inexhaustible series of ghoulish episodes, grotesque 
figures, and sublime scenes of the wildest kind.  --David Der-wei Wang, Professor (Harvard University)  
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Michael Berry is a translator and author who is Professor of Contemporary Chinese Cultural Studies and
Director of the Center for Chinese Studies at UCLA. Berry received an NEA grant for his work with
Fang Fang’s A Soft Burial, which is still confidential. He has written and edited eight books on Chinese
literature and cinema, including Speaking in Images: Interviews with Contemporary Chinese Filmmakers
(2006) and A History of Pain: Trauma in Modern Chinese Literature and Film (2008). He has served as a
film consultant and a juror for numerous film festivals, including the Golden Horse (Taiwan) and the
Fresh Wave (Hong Kong). A previous National Endowment for the Arts Translation Fellow, Berry's
book-length translations include The Song of Everlasting Sorrow: A Novel of Shanghai (2008) by Wang
Anyi, shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize, To Live (2004) by Yu Hua, a selection in the
National Endowment for the Arts Big Read library, and Wuhan Diary: Dispatches from a Quarantined
City (HarperCollins 2020) by Fang Fang. 

About the Translator



Laura Kalpakian

The Memoir Club
St. Martin's Press, 2004

“When you read Laura Kalpakian, you are in the capable and tender hands of a master, and The Memoir
Club is proof of her well-honed craft. It is a feat of brilliant execution, with multilayered plots like those of
our real lives, and with characters who captivated me with their pasts and presents, as if we were all
spellbound in my own living room. The truth-- it is a remarkable novel."  - Susan Straight, author of In the
Country of Women
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“The moral of the story remains clear: we all have a story to tell—of loss, 
regret and yearning—and in telling it, we are all connected” – Publishers 

Weekly

Praise

Six women, each with her own goals and misgivings, join a university extension night class in Writing Your
Memoir. In the course of revealing their pasts to one another, hey become friends. When the class finally
ends, they continue to meet privately at the gracious home of one of the participants. The memoir class
becomes the Memoir Club.

Grief-stricken Dr. Caryn Henley only goes to the class at the insistence of her longtime friend and
colleague, Nell, a woman so loyal that behind her back people call her the St. Bernard. Rusty Meadows
wants to write a memoir for the daughter she gave up at birth. Mrs. Francine Hellman wants her memoir to
laud her late husband, the scientist Dr. Marcus Hellman -- only to find he had a past unknown to her.
Elderly, unconventional Sarah Jane Perkins writes to come to terms with the cruelties her rigid mother
inflicted on her artistic, bootlegging father. And Korean born Jill McDougall comes to the memoir class to
find out who she is, and why she's living in a warehouse with a man who loves ice cream. These students of
the memoir achieve what they set out to do, but discover what they never expected.

Along the way, the disparate women come together, reveal themselves to each other and support each other.
As they render their pasts in memoirs, they forge a new present and a new future.

“A tender, wise, and witty page-turner” – Bookreporter.com

Laura Kalpakian is the author of sixteen novels



“Kalpakian writes with a verve that leaves you laughing and contemplating your own ideas of family." -
Chicago Tribune
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Excerpt from THE MEMOIR CLUB

 I’m on my second beer when I start to understand that the people who really are doing fine are
not here. They’re doing so fine they don’t need to commemorate their losses with the other

survivors.
 

Just then I get accosted by Sam Fredericks, the Dirty Old Man of the survivors. I can write
Sam’s dialogue by now.

 
“If it isn’t Nurse Nelly!” Sam pats me on the back. He’s about eighty. “Well I guess I can have

my heart attack now.” Sam turns to the others and confides, “I always want to have a heart
attack so Nell Farraday will give me mouth-to-mouth. If that’s the only way I can get Nell to

take me in her arms, well that’s fine.” And he clasps his hands over his heart and puts on a
stricken look.

 
“Well, Sam,” I reply, unless you were going to be on top, I don’t think you’d survive.” Sam

weighs about ninety pounds. I tip the scales at one hundred ninety.
 

They call me the St. Bernard. The big furry one with the droopy eyelids and the fleshy lips and
committed to rescue. My ex-boyfriend gave me the name. We were at a Christmas party a
couple of years ago and he had too much to drink and he thought it was all very funny. The

name stuck. It was the only thing Mike gave me that lasted. I still sometimes see him.
Sometimes I even sleep with him. Sometimes I still love him, but he wanted me to let Caryn go,
let Caryn find her own way through her grief and I would not do that. I said she was my friend

for twenty years and I wasn’t letting go and I wasn’t giving up. He said for me Caryn came first.
And I thought about it and said yes. He said he didn’t want to be second in any woman’s life.

About the author
Former Theodore Roethke Writer in Residence at the University of Washington, award-winning novelist
Laura Kalpakian (THE GREAT PRETENDERS; THE MEMOIR CLUB, etc.) has taught memoir
writing courses for more than two decades. Her writing guide, MEMORY INTO MEMOIR, will be
published with University of New Mexico Press in 2021.

“Kalpakian's observations are sharp, her humor is sweet." -- London Observer

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book
All translation rights available (previously published in Polish with Świat Książki, 2004)
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Chin-Sun Lee

Upcountry
Unnamed Press (World English) Autumn 2023

debut novel sold at auction

an atmospheric, eerie story of lives connected by catastrophe and coincidence

a “Northern Gothic” reminiscent of Nicole Krauss’ Great House 

UPCOUNTRY is about three women: a middle-class ex-Manhattanite, a cash-strapped single mother, 
and a young member of an obscure religious “cult”, whose lives become entangled in a Catskills town.

Claire Pedersen and her husband are relocating from NYC to the Catskills – they have found a terrific 
deal on a property in foreclosure. The house has been in April Ives’ family for three generations, but the 
single mother – three children from two different fathers – needs the money. Claire and April are 
instantly antagonistic, but the sale proceeds, and renovations begin.

Soon after, Claire’s husband develops an erotic fascination with Anna, a young member of a nearby 
religious community. Two marriages – and one pregnancy -- swiftly and dramatically end. Claire is left to 
finish the renovation and salvage the life she had imagined. April, meantime, is dealing with her ex, just 
released from prison on a drug charge, and the decision whether to let him build a relationship with the 
son he has never known.

Life “upcountry” means close encounters between disparate social classes: Claire and April navigate 
mutual dislike and unanticipated empathy. The house remains a sore point for both. Anna is the unhappy 
fulcrum between the two older women. Shunned from The Eternals since the incident with Claire’s 
husband, she yearns to return to their protection. Anna’s strict views on transgression and penance are 
baffling to April; for Claire, Anna remains the embodiment of her ruined marriage.

The death of a local child will set in motion a vortex binding all three women’s fates in tragic, and 
redemptive, ways.

Agent: Pamela Malpas/JLLA
Materials Available: edited manuscript expected December 2022
Rights sold: all translation rights available
Film/TV handled by Hannah Vaughn/Gersh



Excerpt from UPCOUNTRY

It took several days for her to clean and set up everything the way she wanted. There were so many rooms, 
most of them barely furnished. Despite the upgrades to the downstairs bathroom, the rusty odor lingered. 

And her smooth new walls and refinished floors only emphasized the meagerness of her furnishings, making 
the candelabra dominate the living room. Her older pieces looked especially shabby. It would be a while 

before she could afford to buy more, even if they were second-hand.

Later that night, she woke again to the sound of scratching. It disappeared as soon as she sat up, but there on 
the wall was the same strange shadow. Seeing it for the second time, she felt even more frightened. It 

appeared to have grown in size and density, as if were now imbedded in the wall instead of projected—and in 
that instant it struck her as rat-like, monstrous. Her heart thumped with terror. As she stared, its curved 

edge began to expand and contract in rhythm with her quickened breathing, as if it was breathing too. She 
sensed a malevolent energy in the room. “What do you want?” she whimpered. The shadow began to pulse 
and rise toward the ceiling, growing rounder and larger...and now she saw that its shape did not resemble a 
rat at all but an enormous, distended belly. She clamped her hand over her mouth in horror. My god, she 

thought, it’s a baby—it’s that girl’s dead baby.
~

“Get in. I’ll give you a lift.”

“No, no,” Anna said, “I’m fine walking, thank you.”

April beckoned at her impatiently. “Oh, for chrissakes, come on. I’m pulling over.” She steered off the road 
and parked a few yards beyond the overpass. Sticking her head out the window, she yelled back at Anna, 

“What’re you, nuts, dressed like that? It’s freezing out here!”

Anna glanced around quickly, then walked to the truck and reached up to clasp April’s hands. It was an odd, 
touching gesture, formal yet strangely intimate. “I’ve wondered about you. You’re doing well, I hope? And 

your children?”

“Yeah, yeah, we’re okay. Get in and warm up.”

Anna shook her head. “I really can’t. I have to get back to the cafe. I was just at Pete’s. We ran out of 
vegetable oil, of all things.”

“You’re freezing! Get in, for crying out loud. I’ll drop you off.”

Anna laughed lightly. “Well, it wasn’t so bad when I set out. But I’ll be fine. Thank you.”

April said, confounded, “But—but why are you so set on walking? It’s another mile, and I could get you 
there in two minutes.”

“I can’t. I have to be more careful now with outsiders. I mean, those outside our faith. After what happened 
before...I hope you understand.” Seeing April frown, she said, “Oh, I don’t want to offend you, of all people! 

I’ll never forget how much you helped me. But I can’t disobey—not after all Luke did for me. Usually I 
~28~



About the author
Chin-Sun Lee's stories and essays have appeared in The Bureau Dispatch, Joyland, The 
Believer Logger, and Slice, among other publications. She was a contributor to the 
bestselling anthology WOMEN IN CLOTHES (Blue Rider 2014), edited by Sheila 
Heti, Heidi Julavits, and Leanne Shapton. She received her MFA in Creative 
Writing/Fiction from The New School. A first-generation Korean-American, she was 
raised in Los Angeles and lives in New Orleans.

don’t even go outside, but everyone’s been sick, so we’re short-staffed.”
 

Jesus Christ, April thought. This was what she chose to go back to? 
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Dale Maharidge

Burn Coast: A Novel

The Unnamed Press, February 2022
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Zoë Vanderlip is missing. The Ark is empty. And nobody on McGee Ridge can agree about what exactly
happened to her.

Earthquake-rattled and clinging to the thousand-foot cliffs of the Northern California coast, McGee Ridge is
nestled in one of a very few truly wild places left in the Lower 48. It is also home to a band of off-grid outlaws who
vanished behind the famed Redwood Curtain in the 1960s, and whose time there is swiftly coming to an end.

Will Spector, a burned-out journalist for the LA Times, arrived here to build a wilderness cabin for himself in the
90s, after spending a decade as a war correspondent. In a community that subsists mainly off illegal cannabis
farming, Will is an outlier. As is Zoë Vanderlip, the revered matriarch of the original 60s settlers, whose adult son
Klaus is one of the largest growers in the region. Unlike nearly everyone else, neither Will nor Zoë has ever grown
marijuana, but when Zoë suddenly goes missing from her home—a large hand-built structure known as the Ark—
the industry’s competing forces can no longer be ignored. 

Pairing up with Daniel Likowski, a principled but mysterious grower whose business has been crushed by
legalization, Will finds himself swept into a world of lost idealism and desperate loners, mobsters and corporate
shell companies, violence and hypocrisy, all operating beneath the canopy of an ancient forest teetering at the very
edge of the continent. Spurned on both by his journalistic zeal and a strange love for the place and its people,
Will’s investigation is a journey to understand not just what happened to Zoe, but all of them. 

In this atmospheric rural noir, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Dale Maharidge's debut novel plunges readers into
a country that has existed for decades beyond the bounds of America-at-large, but nevertheless reflects the
essential conflicts of our divided culture.

A new novel from the Kirkus Starred Review author of
Fucked at Birth
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Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English sold to The Unnamed Press

About the author
DALE MAHARIDGE, a tenured professor at the Graduate School of Journalism at Columbia 
University, is the author of ten books, one of which was awarded the 1990 non-fiction Pulitzer Prize. 
He was a visiting professor at Stanford University. He’s written for Rolling Stone, George Magazine, 
The Nation, Mother Jones, and The New York Times, among others. Maharidge was a 1988 Nieman 
Fellow at Harvard University. He has had artistic residencies at both Yaddo and the MacDowell 
Colony. His first book, Journey to Nowhere: The Saga of the New Underclass, inspired Bruce 
Springsteen to write two songs. His second book, And Their Children After Them, won the Pulitzer 
Prize. Selected other books include The Coming White Minority: California, Multiculturalism & the 
Nation's Future, Someplace Like America, Bringing Mulligan Home: The Other Side of the Good War, and 
most recently, Fucked at Birth: Recalibrating the American Dream for the 2020s.



Priya Malhotra

Woman of an 
Uncertain Age

Bedazzled Ink, September 2022
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     Woman of an Uncertain Age shows how even at the age of 
fifty, you can still have a lot of growing up to do

When fifty-something Naina Mehta’s husband unexpectedly dies of a heart attack, this imaginative suburban 
wife turns into a bold woman thirsty for new experiences, a far cry from the classic image of the aging Indian 
widow dressed in subdued colors and focused solely on her children and God. Naina also grew up in a society 
where historically widows have been expected to abandon all pleasure, particularly remarriage, and, in extreme 
cases, have even had to give up eating sweets, making Naina's foray into such  territory groundbreaking. As 
Naina becomes more empowered, she nervously dips her toes into the world of dating for the first time in her 
life. She might find that the possibility of love still exists for a woman of her age, but what happens if the man in 
question is Muslim and stirs generational wounds and the wrath of her conservative son?

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: US and Canadian rights sold to Bedazzled Ink. All other translation rights are available.

About the author

Priya Malhotra grew up in New Delhi, India and is a writer and journalist based in New York City for 
more than fifteen years. She has a BA in English literature from Kenyon College and a MA in 
journalism from Columbia University and has contributed to numerous publications including 
Newsday, Time Out New York, The Times of India, The Japan Times, Asian Art News, Cosmopolitan and 
News India Times.



Faith Merino

Cormorant Lake

Blackstone Publishing 
(World English) February 2021
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“Filled with sharp observations, Cormorant Lake is a novel about families, both chosen and 
otherwise, in which broad realities exist in nice contrast with fantastical elements” – Foreword 
Reviews

A deeply atmospheric and eerie story for fans of Eowyn Ivey and 
Karen Russell

“Tough, touching and quietly encouraging … a very strong, even terrific, debut novel.” – 
Daniel Woodrell, author of The Death of Sweet Mister

“Wonderfully dark and slippery, I loved how unsettled it made me feel” – Claire Fuller, author 
of Swimming Lessons and Bitter Orange

On a cold November night, Evelyn Van Pelt snatches her roommate’s two little girls from their beds and flees to 
the remote northwestern town she left fourteen years earlier. As she grapples with guilt over what she has done, 
and tries to reconcile her wild independence with the responsibilities of parenthood, she reconnects with the two 
women who raised her: her foster mother Nan, and her biological mother, Jubilee. But by coming home, she has 
set in motion a series of events that will revive a decades-old tragedy that haunts the town of Cormorant Lake 
and will lead her to confront the high cost of protecting her secrets.

Longlisted for Center for 
Fiction’s 2021 First Novel Prize

At once fantastical and deeply rooted in the natural world, Faith Merino’s deeply affecting and spirited debut 
novel explores the shape of family, the enduring bonds of friendship, and the imperfections of motherhood— 
messy and beautiful, instinctive and learned, temporal but permanently life-altering.



“CORMORANT LAKE tells a story of generations of women who live without men. Parenting, husbanding,
repairing their homes, caring for the sick and weak. Desiring. This darkly compelling debut mirrors a woman’s
nightmares, and equally, her realities.” – Katherine Forbes Riley, author of  The Bobcat, longlisted for The Center
for Fiction’s First Novel Prize

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book
All translation rights available 
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Praise 

“Atmospheric and haunting, Cormorant Lake is about the wreckage of mothers, shame and regrets that shadow our
choices. It is the things that pulse in unseen places and what caring for others asks us to sacrifice. Yes, read it!” –
Bookstalker blog

“Haunted and haunting, determined to bend time and reality, to never look away, this novel is brave and true and
satisfyingly scary, as it reveals us to ourselves.” – Pam Houston, author Deep Creek: Finding Hope In The High
Country

“a razor-sharp fiction debut … a brilliant, unapologetic story about women whose lives are as unpredictable as the
natural world … “Cormorant Lake” is one of the strongest debut novels I’ve encountered in recent years.” –
Michigan Daily

Excerpt from CORMORANT LAKE

First she got Lila, whose lean little goat legs dangled as Evelyn carried her through the house that 
smelled like ashes, lighter fluid, and sulfur—a cutting chemical sharpness. Underneath: a fungal human 

smell. Yeasty.
 

She laid Lila down in the back seat, folding the three-year-old’s legs and tucking the blanket around 
them before she went back for Mora. She lifted the baby—a little over a year old, maybe more—out of 

the torn playpen, carefully wrapping her in blankets to keep her asleep on the way out. Her hair was still 
wet and Evelyn smelled it deeply as she laid her down next to Lila. Mora’s eyes only briefly fluttered

before she rolled onto her side, pressed her face into the back of the seat, and shuddered out a long sigh.
 

Evelyn got in the car and drove away from the house.
~

A movement outside the window caught her eye—a body flashing through moonlight—and she saw the 
flicker of red hair, a bony elbow, a bare shoulder gleaming lunar blue before rolling backward into the 

shadows. 
 

Evelyn caught her breath and lurched away from the window. Her blood vessels tightened and throbbed 
in her temples as she ran outside and shouted her name. 

 
“Erin!” 

 



About the author
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Faith Merino studied English at University of the Pacific and New York University. Her short
fiction has appeared in The Indiana Review and Crab Orchard Review, among others, and won awards
and honorable mentions from The Moth, The Jabberwock Review, Glimmer Train, and Boulevard.
She has been nominated for a Pushcart and was a semi-finalist for the Best American Short Stories
(2020). A former journalist, she lives in Sacramento, California with her husband, sons, and dogs.

The ferns and pine spray rolled in the moonlight, but there was no other sound. Evelyn looked at the 
road behind her. Empty. No car, no Erin. 

 
Wiping the cold sweat from her forehead, she went back up the porch steps. She didn’t see the bird on 
the door until she was turning the knob—but there it was: headless, twisted, feathers savaged, pierced 

through with the tiny nail that Nan kept in the door to hang her Christmas wreath on every year.



Heather Newton

The Puppeteer's 
Daughters

Turner Publishing-Keylight Books
(World English) July 2022
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Film/tv rights optioned 

A contemporary novel drawing on folklore and fables

A family drama animated by a magical thread

Walter Gray is what’s known as “a master manipulator” – that is, a gifted puppeteer. He long ago set aside the 
arty, complicated marionettes that were once his pride and joy, and found success as the creator of a long-running 
children’s television program. “Zeno and Friends” has produced a significant inheritance for Walter’s three 
daughters, each of them from a different mother. But in an opening act worthy of a fairy-tale, the father’s 
birthday party is the scene of a dramatic reveal: Walter claims to have another daughter. Can he be believed? He 
is, after all, 80 years old, and in the grips of dementia.

An incomplete paternity test, filed with Walter’s will, suggests he is not mistaken. Half-sisters Jane, Rosie, and 
Cora steel themselves for yet another entanglement in their already complicated family.

While they wait for the test results, and wrestle with their feelings about the possibility of a new sibling, each of
the sisters has another task: laid out in the codicil to Walter’s will are requirements each woman must fulfill 
before their father’s death in order to claim their inheritance.

A cross between A THOUSAND ACRES and THE LAST ROMANTICS, with a touch of PRACTICAL 
MAGIC, THE PUPPETEER’S DAUGHTERS is a dexterous portrayal of personal entanglement and the 
ways stories help us navigate and make sense of our lives.

Praise 

”The Puppeteer's Daughters is the unflinching human tale of three sisters navigating their relationships to an 
ailing father, who is often as loving as he is punitive. It is extraordinary in its exploration of the beautiful and 
often fragmented bond between siblings. This is the family saga we all need right now." – Carmen Ritter, 
Malaprop's Bookstore/Café (Asheville, North Carolina)
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Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: digital ARC; finished book
Rights sold: all translation rights available. Film/tv rights have been optioned.

Excerpt from The Puppeteer's Daughters

 “No, no, no! Never let two marionettes hug, you’ll tangle the strings!” He grabbed the 
controls from her, separating, untwisting. The next day, Cora made two glove puppets, a Jack 

and Jill who could hug each other as hard and long as they, or she, wished.
 

It wasn’t entirely true that marionettes couldn’t hug. One could do it, tip the controls in 
opposition to each other, choreograph and time it, preferably with two puppeteers. It was 

possible: her father simply wasn’t willing to put in the effort. She didn’t care to think about the 
metaphor.

~
        “Rosie, are you okay?” Jane stood there with her crutches. 

 
        “I’m fine,” Rosie said, but she wasn’t. Her eyes stung and her nose ran.     

           
        Jane sat down. She touched Walter’s arm. “Hey dad, it’s me. Jane.”

 
        Walter gave a little smile but focused on the gravy.

 
        “I hope he hasn’t forgotten who I am,” Jane said. “Seriously, are you okay?”

 
        “I don’t know. Maybe I’m just hungry. This durn diet. Look at that pretty gravy and I’m 

not supposed to eat any of it, but I probably will, and then I’ll gain back any weight I’ve lost this 
week and I’ll never lose what I’m supposed to and I won’t get anything in the will that I can use 

for Madison, and I’ll always be fat.” Rosie blew her nose into a napkin.
 

        “He shouldn’t have put that in the will.”
 

        “But he did,” Rosie said. 

“An aging, celebrated puppeteer throws his daughters’ lives into chaos in Heather Newton’s gripping new 
novel ... The Puppeteer’s Daughters is a heartwarming story about self-acceptance, forgiveness, and the 
strings sometimes attached to family love.”— Foreword Reviews 

“With its mix of traditional fairy tales, offbeat original scripts, insights into the world of puppetry, a touch 
of King Lear, and the basic personality of a romcom, The Puppeteer’s Daughters is a charming read with 
some unexpected thoughtfulness between the lines." – New York Journal of Books
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About the author

Heather Newton’s first novel, Under the Mercy Trees (HarperCollins, 2011) won the 2011 Thomas 
Wolfe Memorial Literary Award. Her story collection McMullen Circle (Regal House, 2022) was a 
finalist for the W.S. Porter Prize. A lawyer in private practice, she teaches creative writing and co- 
owns the Flatiron Writers Room, a literary center in Asheville, North Carolina.



James Purdy

I Am Elijah Thrush 
and Out With The Stars

Fordham University Press/New York ReLit 
(US/Canada) October 2022
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Praise 

Two of Purdy’s most exciting short novels, out of print for 
decades

 2022 is the 30th anniversary of first publication of I AM 
ELIJAH THRUSH

Dutch editions of both novels will be pushed by Athenaeum/ Polak & Van Gennep in spring 2022

New York’s literary establishment was scandalized by the comic novel I AM ELIJAH THRUSH (1972), the 
story of socialite Millicent De Frayne and her sensational half-century campaign to win the love of the artist 
Elijah Thrush. Sadly for Millicent, Elijah is in love with someone else: a boy called Bird of Heaven.

In OUT WITH THE STARS (1992), a composer comes out of retirement to write an opera based on the life of 
the infamous novelist-turned-photographer Cyril Vane. But those who knew Vane and his wife, a silent-screen 
star, are prepared to go to any lengths to suppress the truth about them. The novel may be read as a roman-à-clef 
about Carl Van Vechten and his circle but is also a savage takedown of the definition of “culture” in America.

“Like the novels of Nabokov and Borges, James Purdy’s fantasies exist outside the realms of reality. The New 
York of I AM ELIJAH THRUSH never was in fact. Normal geography, straightforward objectivity do not 
pertain. Maps haven’t been issued yet for Purdy country … It has to do with Purdy’s enchantment with the 
English language, which he manipulates like a magician flinging about a silk and brilliantly colored scarves.” – 
The Boston Globe

“A pinnacle of Modern Gothic” – The (London) Sunday Times

Fordham University Press’s New York ReLit program reissues literary works with a strong connection to New 
York City
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“Exquisitely camp, deliberately decadent, heartless and overripe, I AM ELIJAH THRUSH is recommended 
to all queer fish, black swans, prodigies, and hybrids” – The Daily Telegraph

Excerpt from I Am Elijah Thrush

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: PDF
Rights sold: Dutch (Athenaeum-Polak & Van Gennep). Previously translated in French (Stock), 
Italian (Einaudi), Spanish (Peninsula), German (Albino), Russian (Kolonna)

“I daresay I am the only person who is anybody who is not at the shore,” she consulted a huge calendar 
on the wall. “Now I don’t suppose you are afraid of bad neighborhoods, if you are, speak up at once, 
and I will hire a bodyguard for you. Good, you have no fear. I raise the question of mayhem at this 

time because Thrush lives in the district on Manhattan island around lower Tenth Avenue, which I 
understand in the days of good professional criminals they called Hell’s Kitchen. The whole city 

should be renamed that today with good reason, for there’s nobody among the living worth reckoning 
with.

 
. . . Now as to your task. You say you’re not afraid of thugs, well and good. You’re to go then to the 

Arcturus Gardens, where his studio is. Take this forged letter, though he’ll know I wrote it or had it 
written. It’s a request to have your portrait done. That’s the smartest way to get into his studio.”

~
The Mime was wearing his famous “spotted” ermine, a dilapidated garment, which as a matter of fact 

Millicent herself had bestowed on him, many many seasons past, and he tugged at it savagely as he 
spoke. “Today is rehearsal day,” the Mime spoke now in a less aggrieved tone, “and Eugene should be 

here almost any moment ... I do wish you would stay and tell me which of the numbers we will go 
through are in your opinion the most effective. But I want you to engrave on the chambers of your 
heart that Millicent, whose bread you eat, though I forgive you for it, for I understand shame and 
poverty, especially when they go together, as they always I suspect do, engrave on your heart the 

terrible knowledge that she believes only in endogamy. Her love for you is specious.”
 

At this moment a surly uncombed Eugene Belamy entered the room, with a sheaf of music in one 
hand, and his lunch in the other.

"James Purdy was out of category, out of this world, and hence, often out of print. He was also, without question, 
one of the most original American writers of the twentieth century." – Fran Lebowitz
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About the author
Novelist, playwright, and poet James Purdy (1914-2009) was praised by artists as diverse as Dorothy 
Parker, Katherine Anne Porter, Susan Sontag, and John Waters. In the past decade his rediscovered work 
has been celebrated in The New Yorker and The Guardian. A uniquely American voice, his novels express 
the experience of people living outside of conformist society. New Dutch and Italian editions of his work 
have been a critical success, reviewed in de Volkskrant, Corriere della Sera, La Stampa, La Repubblica, 
and elsewhere. A new biography of James Purdy (James Purdy: Life of a Contrarian Writer) will be 
published by Oxford University Press in 2022.



Katherine Forbes Riley

The Bobcat

Arcade (World English), June 2019
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Praise

Art student Laurelie is in retreat from human connection: following a traumatizing sexual assault, she avoids 
personal interactions, instead experiencing the world through her imaginative, cartoon-like drawings.  One 
day while exploring the countryside that surrounds her college campus, she encounters an injured bobcat – and 
the hiker who has been following it for hundreds of miles. In the hiker and his companion Laurelie recognizes 
something as wary and reclusive as she is herself. This man possessed of weird, almost supernatural abilities 
will help Laurelie find her way back to the world. As Laurelie moves toward recovery and reconnection she is 
also finding her voice as an artist, and a sense of purpose, maybe even a future, comes into sight. Then a little 
boy goes missing in the woods, a rift opens between the girl and the stranger who has become her lover, and
their powerful connection is broken.

“Teeming with lush imagery and mystical settings, and brimming with alluring magical realism, 
Riley’s tale is a beguiling journey of discovery and recovery.” – Booklist

Longlisted for Center for  Fiction’s First Novel Prize

A debut novel for fans of Emily Fridlund, Sara Baume, and Claire 
Louise Bennett

“Many novels feature wild animals as central metaphors, but not many novels achieve the 
congruity of The Bobcat … It’s a slight volume, but a rich read.” - Lithub  

“[Alongside Howard Norman] Riley is newly arrived, but shows every sign she will join 
Vermont's outstanding contemporary authors.” – Brattleboro Reformer

“The Bobcat is a heartfelt, revelatory, and moving novel about how the way back to our humanity and to the 
humanity of others leads us sometimes through the animal world. Surprising, precise, and full of love for the 
immeasurable possibilities of the human heart.” – Alexander Chee, author of How to Write an 
Autobiographical Novel
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“The Bobcat is an intensely lyrical, deeply involving novel about what it means to be a human animal. Blending 
gorgeous nature imagery, philosophical curiosity, and a story as insistent as a heartbeat, this book will grab you by 
the scruff of the neck and won't let go." --Jennie Yabroff, author of If You Were Here

“An unpredictable yet lovely exploration into healing trauma and building trust… Artists, nature lovers and 
survivors will find something here to inspire hope and healing.” Ms. magazine

“This inherently compelling, deftly scripted, and thoroughly entertaining page turner of a read is unique and 
unreservedly recommended.” – Midwest Book Review

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials available: e-ARC, finished book
Rights sold: All translation rights are available. 

About the author
A Ph.D. in computational linguistics and M.S.E. in computer and information science, Katherine Forbes
Riley was a 2017 visiting writer at The American Academy in Rome. Her work has appeared in HCE
Review (the literary magazine of University College Dublin), Paper Nautilus, decomP, Fiction Southeast
and many other literary journals. She lives in Vermont. 

“By turns raw, hallucinogenic, redemptive, and always deeply intelligent, it’s a novel of the moment and one that 
deserves a wide audience.”  – Jack Livings, author of The Dogs
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Hannah Sloane

The Freedom Clause
Forthcoming from Dial Press, Summer 2023

THE FREEDOM CLAUSE is a funny, sexy, and supremely feminist story of what 
happens when a young couple opens their marriage up to sex with other people, and the 
unexpected revelations that come from a woman learning to ask for what she wants. 

It’s New Year’s Day 2015, the city of London is waking to hangovers and hopefulness for a fresh 
start, and Daphne and her husband Dominic have just agreed to sleep with other people. There 
are rules, of course: for the next five years, until they turn 30, they expand their sexual horizons. 
Dominic thinks that this will be good for the both of them, since they married young and have 
only ever had sex with each other, and will bring them closer as they prepare for the next stage of 
their lives. Daphne isn’t so sure, and worries that while she’s home doing the cooking, cleaning, 
and keeping their lives in order, Dominic will be frolicking about with prettier, more worldly 
women. 

But over the next five years, Daphne is surprised to find a sexual liberation she didn’t know she 
needed, as well as a liberation from the expectations society places on women to be “well- 
behaved” and reserved, thin and conventionally beautiful, and to put the pleasure of others— 
particularly men—before their own. As Daphne grows in her confidence, career, and ability to 
express and prioritize her own needs, debut author Hannah Sloane cleverly explores what this 
means for a relationship in which the man has always held the dominant role. 

Agent: Jessica Felleman
Materials Available: accepted manuscript
Rights Available: UK, All Translation 

Praise

“The Freedom Clause is a delicious novel featuring rich, complex characters exploring deep questions: 
How can we love fully and remain true to ourselves? What happens when lovers bound by marriage try 
one night of freedom per year? I couldn’t put the book down and cheered at the perfect conclusion. 
Nora Ephron fans will delight in this debut." Amanda Eyre Ward, New York Times bestselling author 
of The Jetsetters 

“An honest, empowering, and sexy tale of a young woman finding her voice, finding her strength, and 
finding great orgasms along the way.” Taylor Hahn, author of The Lifestyle



About the author
Hannah Sloane is originally from England. Her writing has appeared in Nerve, The 
Good Men Project, Storychord, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, Litro, and elsewhere, and one of her 
short stories was named in Wigleaf’s 50 Top Very Short Fictions. She wrote THE 
FREEDOM CLAUSE in the hopes of creating the novel you give your best friend 
when it’s unequivocally time for her to leave her terrible boyfriend. Based in Brooklyn, 
she moved to New York in her mid-twenties and she considers herself an expert in two 
areas: disastrous dates and failed relationships, on both sides of the Atlantic.
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James Sturz

Underjungle

Unnamed Press (U.S & Canada), May 2023
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a lead title for Unnamed Press in 2023

a nacreaous layering of lyricism and philosophy

Praise

a novel for fans of “My Octopus Teacher”, Richard Powers, and Yann Martel

In a world most people have never seen, deep below the surface of the ocean, a complex environment of 
life forms including sharks, octopus, jellyfish, and strange creatures beyond our imagination exist. They 
live, love, and examine their existence through instincts developed over millions of years, and – perhaps – 
belief systems as complex as any of our own.

Into their world comes an alien species – a man – who will say nothing over the course of the novel, but 
whose presence alters everything.

A lyrical novel of love and war, encompassing environment, art, philosophy, and grief, 
UNDERUNGLE is as rich and deep as the sea floor. The story’s existential question – the purpose of 
human life – is buoyed by humor tinged with the unshakeable melancholy of loss.

Asked whether the story’s beauty and cruelty is intended to mirror the human condition; Sturz answers, 
“It’s not the human condition, it’s the condition.”

“vividly imagined … masterful”-- Publishers Weekly on SASSO

“a fine first novel, only a few missteps short of greatness” -- Booklist on SASSO

 “one of the most intriguing and original books I have read so far this year … a most assured and memorable 
debut” -- Sunday Telegraph on SASSO

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials available: edited manuscript expected October 2022
Rights sold: All translation rights available



About the author
James Sturz is a diver and freelance journalist with profile as an outdoor writer (especially about oceans 
and diving) and credits in The Atlantic, Wall Street Journal, Outside and other magazines. His travel and 
food writing has been anthologized in The Best Travel Writing from the New York Times and Best 
Food Writing. His first novel, Sasso, was widely praised. He studied SCUBA diving with one of the 
technical advisors for the forthcoming film Avatar 2. James splits his time between Hawaii and New York 
City. His website is www.jamessturz.com 

Excerpt from UNDERJUNGLE

“You were my salt. I was your water.”
 

“I learned that two creatures that look the same can still be so different that the only thing that 
unites them is mistrust.”

 
“…you can always return to where you started if you just keep going straight. The salmon know 

this. That’s what makes them delicious.”
 

“Is art chance? Is water art?”
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Jonathan Wells

What?

Ze Books (World English) February 2023
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A bittersweet and funny novel about family dysfunction and affection 

debut novel from an author whose memoir was on Vogue magazine’s list of Best Books of 
Summer 2021

WHAT? is set in contemporary NYC but leans back into the Lower East Side music scene (CBGB’s, 
etc.) of the ‘70s and ‘80s. 

The story involves a sleazy entrepreneur trying to market a hearing aid, targeting Boomers whose 
hearing loss is the result of decades of loud rock concerts. The hearing aid becomes the literal and 
figurative device for a story about the things we hear, the things we don’t hear, and the things we don’t 
want to hear.

The relationship – and an awful secret -- between the entrepreneur, his nephew, and the boy’s father 
is at the heart of it. The boy’s sister, dressed like she’s waiting for rescue by interplanetary aliens, and 
his mother, whose stubborn fantasy that she is actually Italian (she is not), give flair to a family 
farce/drama that is like THE FAMILY FANG meets FRENCH EXIT.

Praise

“In precise and poetic prose, Jonathan Wells explores the intersection of wealth, sexuality, and body 
image, peeling back the glittering layers of privilege … in a culture of toxic masculinity” – Adrienne 
Brodeur, author of Wild Game on THE SKINNY 

“lushly rendered and touchingly intimate, a critique that is loving and unsparing at the same time” 
– Vogue magazine on THE SKINNY

Excerpt from WHAT?

To expand her Italian vocabulary beyond curses, Dita had registered for an online language 
course that required her to repeat certain phrases into the phone’s tiny speaker. A male voice 

pronounced, “Mi scusi, posso farle una domanda?” Very slowly and carefully, Dita imitated it as 
closely as she could. “Ti voglio bene.” the voice said and Dita repeated the statement. Then she 

uttered another phrase, a wish, a desire that wasn’t part of the program -- but no one paid 
attention as she pronounced it. “Voglio un uomo”. She repeated it into the phone as if it had 
been one of the other stock phrases and then lay it face down on the oak dining table. She sat 

 
 

https://www.vogue.com/article/best-books-summer-2021
https://www.vogue.com/article/best-books-summer-2021


About the author
Jonathan Wells is a poet and prose writer. He has published three poetry collections, and a memoir, THE 
SKINNY (Ze Books, 2021). His poems have appeared in The New Yorker, Ploughshares, AGNI and 
The Academy of American Poets Poem-A-Day program, among others. He is the former director of 
Rolling Stone Press (the book publishing division of Rolling Stone magazine).

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials available: finished, unedited manuscript
Rights sold: Russian (Ripol); all other translation rights available
Film/tv rights via Debbie Deuble-Hill/APA

solemn and still as if she were squaring off with the question she had asked that had come 
to her out of nowhere. To whom had she said it? What was she asking? It had popped into 

her mind so suddenly.
~

“So let’s get started.” Dr. H led Ben to the soundproof booth. She gave him a set of 
instructions. She mimed blocking one ear and then the other while she played a series of 
squiggly noises not even notes through the earphones. At first he watched her reaction 

through the dusty horizontal window to see if he had answered the question correctly but 
when she saw him watching her she covered her mouth with a sheet of paper. He closed his 

eyes: the ventilation slowed. He pictured the little sounds in his ears like brief flashes of 
fireworks that appeared and vanished over a ridge on a dark horizon. They flared and 

fizzled out in an instant before dissolving. No residual light was left behind and the sky in 
his mind went black again until the next small efflorescence. He stopped worrying about 

what he answered correctly and sank into the panorama of sound in front of him. He 
didn’t notice that the sequence had ended until the door snapped open and he felt Dr. H 
behind him. She put her tiny left hand on the right shoulder of his damp shirt and left it 

there long enough to let him know it wasn’t an accident.
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Resolved

Columbia University Press 2021

Non-Fiction

Ban Ki-moon

Can we not only imagine, but actually build a better world? A 
farsighted global statesman not only says yes―but shows us how. -- 

Graham Allison, author of Destined for War: Can America and 
China Escape Thucydides’s Trap?

Born just one year before the United Nations itself, Ban Ki-moon came of age with the world body. His 
earliest memories are haunted by the sound of bombs dropping on his village and the sight of fires 
consuming what remained. At six years old he fled with his family, trudging for miles in mud-soaked shoes, 
suffering from incessant hunger, and wondering how they would survive―until the United Nations rescued 
them. And after he experienced its lifesaving mission firsthand, this organization would become his life’s 
calling.

Resolved is Ban Ki-moon’s personal account of his ten years at the helm of the world body at a time of historic 
turmoil and promise. Ban performed what has been called “the world’s most impossible job” with a natural 
ability to relate to the poor and struggling people the organization was created to serve and a genuine belief in 
its capacity for global transformation. He explores past flashpoints―including the September 11 terrorist 
attacks, engaging the Kim dynasty in North Korea, the Paris climate accords, the Ebola outbreak, the Arab 
Spring, and managing the UN’s relationship with the United States―to offer the story of diplomatic lessons 

Adult



About the author
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Praise

learned. Freed from the diplomatic constraints that come with the job, he offers a frank and bracing look at the 
people and events that shaped our era as well as a piercing analysis of what lies ahead.

Ban Ki-moon has had an extraordinary and inspirational life, not least given the extreme poverty in which he
grew up. You admire his ambition, tenacity and patience in achieving global consensus for the incredibly
important Sustainable Development Goals. But you also appreciate the golden thread that weaves its way
through this book―his humanity. A true public servant, whose compassion shines throughout. -- Tony Blair,
former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

This is a warm, readable account by Ban Ki-moon of his 10-year term as UN Secretary General, and of his aim
from the beginning to prioritize the climate crisis. At a time of increasing skepticism, his humble humanitarian
concern and intense dedication should do much to restore confidence in the core values of the UN. -- Mary
Robinson, former President of Ireland, former UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and Chair of The
Elders

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English Rights were sold to Columbia University Press, and Korean rights were 
sold to Gimm-Young. Russian rights were sold to AST Publishers. English language rights for the 
South Asian market were sold to HarperCollins India via Columbia University Press. Latin American 
rights sold to Universidad de Los Andes. All other translation rights are available. 

Ban Ki-moon is a South Korean politician and diplomat who served as the eighth Secretary-
General of the United Nations from January 2007 to December 2016. Before becoming Secretary-
General, Ban was a career diplomat in South Korea's Ministry of Foreign Affairs and in the United
Nations. His priorities have been to mobilize world leaders around a set of new global challenges,
from climate change and economic upheaval to pandemics and increasing pressures involving food,
energy and water. He has sought to be a bridge-builder, to give voice to the world’s poorest and
most vulnerable people, and to strengthen the Organization itself. 



Helen Benedict and Eyad Awwadawnan

Map of Hope and Sorrow

Forthcoming from Footnote Press Limited, 
UK June 2022, US October 2022
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Stories of Refugees 
Trapped in Greece

Award-winning author Helen Benedict and Syrian writer and refugee Eyad Awwadawnan team up to present 
the stories of five refugees from the Middle East and Africa who fled violence or persecution only to become 
trapped in some of the world’s worst refugee camps in Greece.

Map of Hope and Sorrow offers a rare insight into the lives of refugees. Both authors spent years getting to
know the interviewees and winning their trust. The result is five powerful stories of resilience, suffering and 
hope.

Hasan, Asmahan, Evans, Mursal and Calvin each tell their story in their own words, retaining control and 
dignity, while revealing intimate and heartfelt scenes from their lives. They describe their homes and 
families in Syria, Nigeria, Afghanistan or Cameroon; their arduous journeys of escape; and recount how 
they ended up trapped in the Europe they believed would give them freedom, only to be abused and 
reviled instead.

There are more displaced people on the globe than ever since World War Two, fleeing a combination of war, 
civil unrest, religious conflict, dire poverty, local violence, and climate change—forces often inextricably 
intertwined—just at a point when anti-immigrant, authoritarian governments are rising all over the world, 
threatening democracies and breaking their post-war commitments to protect refugees and uphold human 
rights. As a result, refugees today are being persecuted, demonized, and denied their legal rights, both within 
Europe and the USA, the very places that are supposed to protect them, and that, in some cases, caused them 
to become refugees in the first place.

This is the scenario being played out in Greece, the major gateway to Europe that the EU has deliberately 
turned into a trap.

World Refugee Day takes place on Monday 20 June 2022 and begins Refugee Week UK.

Map of Hope and Sorrow received The PEN Jean Stein Grant for 
Literary Oral History in 2021.
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Rights sold: World English rights sold to Footnote Press Limited.

Map of Hope and Sorrow won a War & Peace Initiative grant from Columbia University.

HELEN BENEDICT is a recipient of the 2021 PEN Jean Stein Grant for Literary Oral History and the 
Ida B. Wells Award for Bravery in Journalism. She is the author of 13 books, including the award-winning 
The Lonely Soldier: The Private War of Women at War Serving in Iraq, and the novel, Wolf Season. Her 
writing inspired both a class action suit against the Pentagon on behalf of people sexually assaulted in the 
military and the 2012 Oscar-nominated documentary, The Invisible War. She is a Professor of Journalism at 
Columbia University, New York. For more information, visit www.helenbenedict.com.

EYAD AWWADAWNAN, formerly a law student from Damascus, Syria, is a writer and poet currently 
living as an asylum-seeker in Reykjavik, Iceland. During his four years in Greece, he worked as a cultural 
mediator, translator, and interpreter for various NGOs. He also published a featured article in Slate 
Magazine detailing his escape from Syria.

‘With more displaced people in the world since World War II, Map of Hope and Sorrow feels both timely and 
necessary . . . These deeply intimate stories are told with such grace and openness, a testament to Benedict’s skills as 
an interviewer and journalist.’ Judge’s citation, PEN Jean Stein Grant for Literary Oral History

Praise

‘Heartfelt, eye-opening, timely, essential.’ Christy Lefteri, author of The Beekeeper 
of Aleppo

‘Simple, powerful stories told in refugees’ own voices. I couldn’t stop reading, hand to mouth, my chest tightening.’ 
Dina Nayeri, author of The Ungrateful Refugee

‘At once compelling, poetic and necessary.’ Masha Hamilton, former US Embassy envoy to Afghanistan and author 
of What Changes Everything



Lauren Benton
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Forthcoming from Princeton

At the Edge of Atrocity: From Small Wars to Global 
Violence in European Empires

The imperial past was on bright display recently when Vladimir Putin called the invasion of 
Ukraine by Russia a “special military operation” rather than a war. Since Ukraine had been an 
integral part of the Russian Empire, in his view, violence against Ukrainians was merely a form 
of imperial policing. 

On Small Wars traces this twisted logic to the history of imperial violence before the twentieth 
century. Violence in European empires initially focused on plunder, a pattern that spanned 
world regions and several centuries. Increasing militarization in European empires gradually 
spawned a new regime of global armed peace in which Europeans claimed a right to intervene 
anywhere to protect European subjects and interests. 

In those these regimes, small wars were supposed to stay small. Yet they routinely led to 
episodes of extreme violence. Raiding produced atrocities as small, serial wars of conquest 
encompassed massacres. Wars of dispossession and extermination in settler colonies evolved 
out of more limited small wars against unwilling colonial subjects. Atrocities were not 
accidental byproducts of imperial rule; they were integral to its legal framework. 

Despite their importance in global history, small wars in European empires have received little critical 
study. Military histories tend to dwell on battlefield strategies and highlight major, declared wars. 
Historians of the laws of war privilege the evolution of doctrines, codification, and treaties, and they 
devote relatively little attention to legal practices in empires or to debates about imperial violence beyond 
the application of just war theory. When small conflicts in European empires have received attention, it 
has been mainly by analysts concerned with the challenges such conflicts posed to conventional armies, 
nation-states, and international institutions. Some studies even double as manuals of counterinsurgency. 

On Small Wars takes a different approach. It shows that practices of imperial war and justifications by 
participants helped to shape truly global patterns of violence. It uses histories of imperial small wars to 
illuminate a European theory of limited war. And it argues that small wars staged atrocities that were 
defined as lawful and necessary. The book is global in scope. Examples are drawn from the Spanish, 
Portuguese, British, Dutch, and French empires in Africa, South Asia, North America, South America, 
the Pacific world, and the Caribbean. Revealing how the actions of a wide range of European 
interlocutors helped to shape meanings of violence, the analysis encompasses strategies of Indigenous 
political communities such as Aztecs, Pequots, Xhosas, Guaraní, and Marathas. 

The book is organized around interconnected stories and has a narrative arc that moves from early 
centuries of raiding and captive-taking to practices of imperial intervention to recent small wars. It 
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highlights continuities between imperial violence and practices in the “war on terror.” The conclusion draws on 
the book’s findings to suggest that only broad-scale opposition to violence presents a chance of altering tragic 
outcomes of small wars, and history’s tendency to repeat them. 

Lauren Benton is the Barton M. Biggs Professor of History and Professor of Law at Yale University. 

Benton is a recent recipient of numerous prizes and fellowships. In 2019, she received the Toynbee 
Foundation Prize for significant contributions to global history. She received a Simon Guggenheim 
Foundation Fellowship and the Berlin Prize Fellowship for work on this book. Benton is immediate 
past president of the American Society for Legal History. 

Benton is well known for her previous publications on the history of law and empires, including Rage 
for Order: The British Empire and the Origins of International Law, 1800–1850, coauthored with 
Lisa Ford (Harvard University Press, 2016); A Search for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in 
European Empires, 1400–1900 (Cambridge University Press, 2010) and the prize- winning Law and 
Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History, 1400–1900 (Cambridge University Press, 
2002). 
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Michael Berry

Translation, Disinformation 
and Wuhan Diary

Forthcoming from Palgrave and 
Kwadeshobo-Shinsha Publishing Co.
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Anatomy of a Transpacific Cyber Campaign

Wuhan Diary by Fang Fang began as a blog which ran for sixty days from January 25 through March 25, 2020, 
documenting the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan, China. The blog quickly became an online phenomenon, attracting 
tens of millions of Chinese readers. But when news of the international publication of Wuhan Diary appeared online in 
early April, Fang Fang’s account became the target of a series of online attacks by “Chinese ultra-nationalists.” These 
attacks snowballed into a full-on disinformation campaign that overnight transformed a diary that had won the 
widespread support of millions of Chinese readers into a “poisonous weed” that was to be suppressed, criticized, and 
attacked. Wuhan Diary became the single most controversial book to come out of China in decades. The author 
became the subject of political cartoons, spoof rap songs, thousands of personal attacks and death threats; the book 
would spawn debate about COVID-19, Sino-US Relations, and nature of civil society in China.

After Michael Berry read one or two entries, he was struck by the immediacy and power of Fang Fang’s message. He 
put the novel of Fang Fang’s he had been translating aside and began working around the clock translating Wuhan 
Diary. The virus was spreading, the clock was ticking, and the world needed to hear Fang Fang’s voice.

Translation and the Virus is a project that navigates a series of disparate yet interwoven questions through the lens of a 
single book, Fang Fang’s Wuhan Diary. Through this unique case study, we are offered a rare glimpse into the 
anatomy and evolution of not only the diary, but also gain insights into its bearing on debates about civil society in 
China and the role of disinformation campaigns in shaping public narratives. It is an attempt to home in on one 
specific campaign that began to play out in March 2020, running parallel with the global spread of COVID-19, 
twisting, expanding, going viral, and mutating in the many months to follow.

This book is also a gesture of preservation. As Berry was translating Wuhan Diary, he was continually haunted by the 
shadow of disappearance. Not only were many of Fang Fang’s diary entries deleted from the internet in China, but 
hundreds of articles about the diary were also erased without a trace, both pro- and anti-Fang Fang posts. As Berry saw 
pieces of the digital footprint left in the wake of Wuhan Diary being systematically dismantled and erased, the urge, if 
not responsibility, to document this story felt all the more pressing. And so he began to document all of the stories, 
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Palgrave.

letters, tweets, texts, messages, and posts that had been collectively constructing the story behind Wuhan Diary and the 
“Fang Fang Incident.” 

Michael Berry is a translator and author who is Professor of Contemporary Chinese Cultural Studies and
Director of the Center for Chinese Studies at UCLA. Berry received an NEA grant for his work with
Fang Fang’s A Soft Burial, which is still confidential. He has written and edited eight books on Chinese
literature and cinema, including Speaking in Images: Interviews with Contemporary Chinese Filmmakers
(2006) and A History of Pain: Trauma in Modern Chinese Literature and Film (2008). He has served as a
film consultant and a juror for numerous film festivals, including the Golden Horse (Taiwan) and the
Fresh Wave (Hong Kong). A previous National Endowment for the Arts Translation Fellow, Berry's
book-length translations include The Song of Everlasting Sorrow: A Novel of Shanghai (2008) by Wang
Anyi, shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize, To Live (2004) by Yu Hua, a selection in the
National Endowment for the Arts Big Read library, and Wuhan Diary: Dispatches from a Quarantined
City (HarperCollins 2020) by Fang Fang. 

About the Author



Ellen Cassedy

Working 9-5

Forthcoming from Chicago Review Press, 
September 2022
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A Women's Movement, a Labor 
Union, and the Iconic Movie

"A must-read for any activist or reader in search for a piece of inspiration." —Liz Shuler, president, AFL-CIO9 to 5 
wasn't just a comic film—it was a movement built by Ellen Cassedy and her friends. Ten office workers in Boston 
started out sitting in a circle and sharing the problems they encountered on the job. In a few short years, they had built 
a nationwide movement that united people of diverse races, classes, and ages. They took on the corporate titans. They 
leafleted and filed lawsuits and started a woman-led union. They won millions of dollars in back pay and helped make 
sexual harassment and pregnancy discrimination illegal. The women office workers who rose up to win rights and 
respect on the job transformed workplaces throughout America. And along the way came Dolly Parton's toe-tapping 
song and a hit movie inspired by their work.Working 9 to 5 is a lively, informative, firsthand account packed with 
practical organizing lore that will embolden anyone striving for fair treatment.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Materials Available: Proposal
Rights sold: World English Rights sold to Chicago Review Press. Translation rights available.

About the author
Ellen Cassedy was a founder of the 9 to 5 organization in 1973. She is the coauthor of 9 to 5: The 
Working Woman's Guide to Office Survival (with Karen Nussbaum) and The 9 to 5 Guide to 
Combating Sexual Harassment (with Ellen Bravo). Cassedy is a former columnist for the 
Philadelphia Daily News, was a speechwriter in the Clinton administration, and has contributed 
to Huffington Post, Redbook, Woman's Day, Hadassah, Philadelphia Inquirer, and other 
publications. Jane Fonda is an Academy Award–winning actor, producer, author, and a longtime 
activist. She lives in Los Angeles.

"A fresh and timely resource for labor educators that underscores the power of 
workers to change conditions inside and outside the workplace." —Mary 
Bellman, president, United Association for Labor Education (UALE)
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Forthcoming from W. W. Norton & Co

A Roman emperor who has sex with a statue. A melancholy prince who stares at his art for hours on end.
Obsessives who spend their life’s fortune on a single flower. An aristocrat who kills his pet tortoise by
studding its shell with gems. Imperial collectors who act like butchers. Archaeologists who descend into
madness after raiding ancient tombs. Serial killers who collect their victims’ remains. People who buy
Nazi memorabilia. People who collect disposable product packaging. A billionaire art collector who
refuses to pay his grandson’s ransom. A suburban housewife who hoards her own excrement. 

Some collectors buy art; others hunt specimens. Collectors shape our taste, what we value and what we
know. Sometimes god-like visionaries, they dream of collecting entire worlds. But what is the dark side of
collecting? 

In 2018, the World Health Organization classified Hoarding Disorder – or "extreme collecting" – as a
global phenomenon. Enter the hoarder: an addict whose urge to accumulate verges on insanity. Yet the
hoarder is only the latest incarnation of a figure who recurs throughout history: the obsessive collector
driven not by sublime reason but a dangerous passion. Who are the mad collectors that came before the
hoarder and what is the nature of their madness? From ancient tyrants to the decadents of the fin de
siècle, from Freudian "psychos" to hoarders and megalomaniac billionaires, The Dark Side of Collecting
explains how we came to see the collector as the embodiment of our deepest fears -- social, sexual and
political -- about possessing things. 

About the author
James Delbourgo is recognized as the leading expert on the life and career of Sir Hans Sloane
and a leading academic authority on the history of science and imperialism in the early modern
world. Trained in the histories of science and empire at the University of Cambridge and
Columbia University, and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, he is a tenured Associate
Professor of History at Rutgers University, having previously taught at McGill University,
Montreal, where he directed the program in History and Philosophy of Science. His first book, A
Most Amazing Scene of Wonders: Electricity and Enlightenment in Early America (Harvard
University Press, 2006), was awarded Harvard’s Thomas J. Wilson Prize for the best first book
in any field, and was runner-up for the Canadian Historical Association’s Wallace K. Ferguson
Prize. 
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The Lionkeeper of Algiers

Prometheus Books (World English) 
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Praise

a  first book of American political history from an acclaimed writer 
of European history

a tale of piracy, hostage-taking, diplomacy, and statecraft

a vibrant history of a little-known dramatic event -- a book for fans of Bob Drury 
or Patrick K. O’Donnell

A young nation finding its place in the world; a young man finding his place in history – this is the little-known story
of the United States’ first international conflict, and the man who brought it to its end.

THE LIONKEEPER OF ALGIERS is the story of James Leander Cathcart, an American seaman taken hostage 
by Barbary pirates in 1785. Forced into labor in the North African city of Algiers, he rose from attendant at the 
Palace zoo to become the ruler’s Chief Clerk – the highest position an outsider could attain. Eleven years later, just 
one among more than one hundred US hostages in Algiers, Cathcart was paroled and sailed back to America to 
deliver a vital letter to President George Washington, saving a tenuous peace deal. His actions also brought the other 
captives home.

America’s first political leaders (George Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson) play a role in this history, 
which touches on trade, statecraft, and diplomacy. So do ordinary Americans like Hannah Stephens, a destitute 
mother pleading with Congress to take action to rescue the captives, and Scipio Jackson, a formerly enslaved 
African-American who had the misfortune to become enslaved again … this time in Africa. Cathcart himself, who ran 
a chain of taverns in Algiers, was “a version of Rick from Casablanca – cynical, just a bit shady, adept at working the 
system, forever one step ahead of the law”. 

America’s place in the world – navigating trade and peace treaties, grappling with ransoms and a Congress holding 
tight to the purse-strings – was still in formation during the events in this story. The conflicts of foreign policy, 
domestic sentiment, and individuals caught in the hinges of history, are fully resonant today: American athlete 
Brittney Griner’s experience in Russia is but one example.

'a harrowing tale ... a fascinating exploration of a forgotten chapter of British and European history' -- BBC History 
Magazine on THE STOLEN VILLAGE
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 “a detailed narrative filled with heroism, treachery, dynastic politics, and adultery—the makings of a soap opera, 
except that all of it actually happened.” Publishers Weekly on THE LAST ARMADA 

“Entertaining, chatty, and superbly researched … popular history at its finest.” – Library Journal

“THE LAST ARMADA is history written to read like journalism … sharp, precise, and meant to strike a chord 
in the modern reader” – Dallas Morning News

Excerpt from The Lionkeeper of Algiers 

July 30, 1785, five days after the capture of the Maria:
 

Captain Richard O’Brien, a tall, rangy seafarer in his late twenties, took one glance at the corsair ship 
and knew right away that his days as a free man were over. Bearing down on them was an Algerian State 

galley bristling with thirty-four guns and a crew of 450 soldiers and marines.
 

O’Brien’s ship, the Dauphin of Philadelphia, was on its way home from Portugal with a full cargo. It had 
embarked two days earlier from St Ubes (modern day Setúbal, just south of Lisbon) and had sailed about 

240 miles to the northwest when the pirates closed in.
 

No doubt he would have turned to his First Mate, Andrew Montgomery, and cursed his luck with some 
appropriate seafaring metaphor: they were up a creek without a paddle, perhaps, or caught in a hard gale 
with no rudder or sails. O’Brien always peppered his sentences with maritime images, even when he was 
dealing with everyday problems on dry land. Trouble of any sort was “a squall ahead”. Serious trouble 

was “a hard gale with bare poles”. A proposal could be either “hove to” or “hove away”.
 
~

The Palace of Dey Baba Mahmood ben-Osman Pasha sat in an acre of gardens in the very center of 
Algiers. Over the centuries, each of the various rulers of the Regency – the Pashas of the 1500s and early 

1600s, and the Deys of this era – had added new buildings and extensions and terraces and connecting 
galleries to create a jumble of edifices of different styles, according to fashion or whim.

 
The Americans were herded through the ornate gate, glancing hungrily over the enormous bunches of 

grapes that covered every vertical surface of the entrance square. They would not find out until later why 
these particular grapes remained forever untouched by locals. This dismal square was the center of 

punishment and execution for foreign hostages who had somehow offended the Dey. The roots of these 
vines were literally fertilized by the blood of decapitated and amputated captives. There were times when 

the ground would be covered by heaps of heads and ears, until the Dey would eventually tire of the 
stench and order them to be removed.

 

“a fantastic book” – Kirkus (starred review) on THE LAST ARMADA
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About the author
Des Ekin is an historian and journalist. Former Deputy Editor of the Belfast Sunday News, he 
worked as a journalist, columnist, and political correspondent for The Sunday World (Ireland’s 
second biggest newspaper) until 2012. Twice shortlisted for the Irish Nonfiction Book of the 
Year (THE STOLEN VILLAGE, 2006; THE LAST ARMADA, 2014), he is the author of 
five books. 
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A loving portrayal of our precious planet that offers easy-to-grasp 
discussions of scientific concepts and detailed examinations of Earth's 

tectonic, biological, and paleontological forces...

Understanding Geology 
and Why It Matters

Song of the Earth is a thrilling biography of our planet that equips readers with the scientific, historical, and 
philosophical symbiosis between humans and Earth. Ervin-Blankenheim explores geologic principles of deep time, 
plate tectonics, and change in life forms in plain English. The book is illustrated with striking maps, diagrams, and 
pictures, allowing her to dissect everything from how a roiling, molten planet cooled to how the first cyanobacteria 
began to oxygenate the atmosphere to how the atmosphere has changed over time.

Ervin-Blankenheim journeys through the science with ease and provides narrative sections about pioneering 
geologists and their groundbreaking discoveries. In viewing the planet as the integrated ecosystem it is, Ervin- 
Blankenheim showcases how land, water, life, and the atmosphere maintain an elegant yet delicate balance--one 
that, based on the author's evidence of current trends in the context of past planetary cataclysm, appears to be
under imminent threat. At times both gripping and lovingly poetic, Song of the Earth shows not only how Earth 
has influenced life, but also how life has distinctly shaped our planet.

Praise

"A wonderful book, keenly written and beautifully illustrated. The author is at her best when talking about the 
history of geology and the early researchers who contributed to its development. Figure 2.1, showing a statue of 
glaciologist Louis Agassiz with its head buried in cement following the 1906San Francisco earthquake, illustrates 
the depth of her research and her ability to connect geology with other human concerns." -- James Kasting, Evan 
Pugh Professor of Geoscience and Meteorology, Penn State University.
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Elisabeth Ervin-Blankenheim is a licensed professional geologist and geology instructor at Front 
Range Community College in Colorado. She was a hydrologist and geologist for the U.S. 
Geological Survey for many years before pursuing a PhD in science education and geologic literacy 
at St. Francis Xavier University.

About the author
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Praise

John Gierach is North America’s most beloved, and 
widely read, writer on the sport of angling

 
Gierach’s essays have been published in French, 

Norwegian, and Japanese translations

Once again, John Gierach tells the world why the pastime of fly-fishing makes so much sense—except when it 
doesn’t. In sparkling prose, with more than a touch of humor, he recalls the joys of landing that trout he’s been 
watching for the last hour—and then losing an even fatter one a little later. Joy and frustration mix in Gierach’s latest 
appreciation of the fly-fishing life as he takes us from his home waters on the Front Range of the Rockies in 
Colorado to fishing meccas all over North America. From fishing lodges in Alaska to memories of the local creek in 
the Midwest where he grew up, Gierach reminds us about the indispensability of the natural world around us.

"Shrewd, perceptive and wryly funny … Mr. Gierach, the man who coined the term 'trout bum,' is arguably the best 
fishing writer working." ― The Wall Street Journal

“John Gierach is an original, which is why each new book is welcomed by so many anglers as joyously required 
reading.” -- Paul Schullery, author of The Fishing Life and A Fish Come True

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: PDF Proof
Rights sold: French rights under option with Editions Gallmeister



Excerpt from ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD

So we spread out along the river— three out of four of us within sight of each other— and stood there 
scanning the water for whatever was there to see. You go down a checklist from the obvious to the 

obscure. First you look for the rings of rising trout in all the usual places and strain to see infinitesimal 
wing pairs on the water or the specks of flies in the air. Then you push your vision through the surface as 
much as water clarity, available light, and your eyesight will allow, looking for any sign from the fish that 

a hatch is beginning.
 

I always have trouble spotting trout in the water unless they’re doing something, like flashing down deep 
to take nymphs or, better yet, suspending closer to the surface to pick off emerging insects. Sometimes 

I’ll see trout that aren’t there. A tumbling submerged leaf easily becomes a brown trout elevating to eat a 
nymph and ripples in the current distort bottom rocks and shadows in convincingly trout- like ways. In 

extreme cases, I’ve spent time casting to trout that weren’t actually trout and then tried to act nonchalant 
about it when I realized my mistake. This tendency we have to impose meaningful patterns on random 

objects is known to psychologists as pareidolia. It’s the same thing that allows some people to see the face 
of Jesus toasted onto an English muffin.

 
My mind does wander after a while when I’m watching a river—sometimes to the weirdest places —and 
when it comes back I may find myself staring uncomprehendingly at a rising trout. When that happens I 

can only wonder, Where was I and how long was I gone?

John Gierach

Dumb Luck and 
the Kindness of Strangers

Simon & Schuster 
(World English) June 2020

The New York Times calls fly fishing “the new birdwatching” – the 
latest old-fashioned pastime to gather an enthusiastic new set of 

followers

Now in its second hardcover printing

“Poetic … drolly insightful … readers will be profoundly moved.” – Kirkus
~66~
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Praise

Gierach’s new book takes the author’s trademark approach to discoursing on philosophy and life, with room 
left over for some good fishing. While detailing the unique frustrations of night fishing, or fishing for 
“muskie” – the “fish of a thousand casts”, he takes on the difference between “lumpers” (of ideas) and 
“splitters” (of hairs), and the false distinction between the “redneck” blue-collar bass fishermen and the snooty 
philosopher fly-fisherman. Gierach, a writer considered an exemplar of the “counter-culture”, describes the 
defining characteristic of the drop-out/hippie culture as a rejection of the prevailing culture, not an organized 
movement toward a defined alternative. In finding that neutral ground where men of different ideologies may 
peacefully fish together, he may have found the answer to our divisive times… 

“John Gierach gives us fishing as the alert life; people, places and rivers seen by a first-rate noticer whose 
amiable disposition never alarms the prey.” —Tom McGuane

“John Gierach is an original, which is why each new book is welcomed by so many anglers as joyously required 
reading. Pardon the interdisciplinary reach, but Gierach’s stories are rather like McCartney's music—on the 
one hand vitally fresh, yet on the other hand instantly familiar. Don't worry about how he does that—just keep 
reading.” — Paul Schullery, author of The Fishing Life and A Fish Come True

“Gierach has earned the following of fellow writers and legions of readers who may not even fish but are drawn 
to his musings on community, culture, the natural world, and the seasons of life. Poetic … drolly insightful … 
readers will be profoundly moved.” – Kirkus

“There are three kinds of people who fish, Gierach proposes: those who read and obey the rules, those who read 
the rules so to get away with breaking them, and those who ignore the rules entirely, out of ‘a pioneer’s sense of 
entitlement’. Gierach’s inviting, down-to-earth and humorous work shares a deep love of fly fishing and the ways 
it can be a metaphor for life.” – Publishers Weekly

 “Et au milieu coule une rivière, sans le moralisme sulpicien des «choses simples». Il y a, chez John Gierach, une 
désarmante franchise. Toutes ses notations sont à l'avenant, précises, sensualistes, capables de vous passionner 
pour le choix d'un appât ou les mœurs des truites cutthroats.” – Le nouveau magazine littéraire

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book; e-galley
Rights sold: Option holder Gallmeister Editions (France)

Excerpt from DUMB LUCK AND THE KINDNESS OF STRANGERS

Night fishing is always a moving target. At first it’s just a pleasant early evening with the day’s heat finally 
beginning to lift and the sunlight going off the water, retreating up the east bank until just the crowns of the 
pines are lit like flames at the tips of a forest of matches … by the time we spotted the first rises the surface of 

the river had already turned silver. 
~
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We were not only fishing under a full moon that week but there was a total eclipse on one of our nights there, 
so we all piled outside after supper to watch it. The moon was floating above the tall white pines along the 

Chippewa River, scudding out of fast moving clouds often enough for a good, clear view. This was predicted 
to be a blood moon, but at the crucial moment when the shadow of the earth completely covered the moon, it 

turned a kind of dusty rose color that was too delicately pretty to make me think of spilled blood.
~

The eddy was nearly half a mile long, so when we reached the bottom we’d simply row back to the top where 
the trout had been rested for an almost an hour and start again. Fished in this stealthy, unhurried way, that 
one small reach of river was all anyone could ask for and it seemed more like recognizable fly-fishing, which 

I’ve always thought should be less like a mugging than a con game.

About the author
John Gierach,“the voice of the common angler” (The Wall Street Journal), is America’s most beloved 
writer on the art and sport of fly-fishing. Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award, and the PEN 
New England/Cerulli Award for Sport Writing, shortlisted for the 2015 PEN/ESPN Award for Literary 
Sport Writing, and member of the Fly Fishing Hall of Fame, he has published twenty-one books of essays 
and instruction on the sport, and all of them remain in print. He lives in Colorado.
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Norco '80

Counterpoint Press, Fall 2019
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Peter Houlahan, a debut author, tells the story of how five heavily armed young men -- led by an apocalyptic
born-again Christian -- attempted a bank robbery that forever changed the face of  U.S. law enforcement.  Part
action thriller and part courtroom drama, NORCO '80 transports the reader back to the Southern California
of the 1970s, an era of predatory evangelical gurus, doomsday predictions, megachurches, and soaring crime
rates, with the threat of nuclear obliteration looming over it all.  A group of landscapers transforms into a
murderous gang of bank robbers armed to the teeth with military-grade weapons.  Their desperate getaway
turned the surrounding towns into war zones.  When it was over, three were dead and close to twenty wounded;
a police helicopter was forced down from the sky, and thirty-two police vehicles were destroyed by thousands of
rounds of ammo.  The resulting trials shook the community to the core, raising many issues that continue to
plague American society today: from racism and the epidemic of post-traumatic stress disorder within law
enforcement to religious extremism and the militarization of local police forces.

Optioned for film to a major director and production company.

Praise

“For a first-time writer, Houlahan sure knows how to dramatize a scene.  His cinematic treatment of the
robbery itself reads like wildfire, the fatal shootout with the police ends in colorful chaos, and the huge
manhunt through San Bernardino National Forest conducted by "Hunt & Kill Teams" is a nail-biter." --
New York Times.

In the spirit of KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MOON and 
THE ONION FIELD, NORCO '80 is a gripping true crime 

account of one of the most violent bank heists in U.S. history. 

“With his first book, Houlahan proves himself to be an astonishingly gifted writer, breathing urgent life into
a true story that still resonates today. Norco '80 is a fascinating true-crime account that seems likely to be
one of the best nonfiction books of the year." -- NPR.

The True Story of the Most 
Spectacular Bank Robbery in American History



About the author
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“One of the best true crime accounts ever written.  Harrowing, incisive, and important.  But also?  A
goddamned thrill ride." -- Tod Goldberg, author of GANGSTERLAND.

Agent: Jeff Ourvan
Rights sold: All translation rights available 

Peter Houlahan holds an MFA from Sarah Lawrence College. In his career as an Emergency Medical
Technician, he has contributed to a number of articles related to his profession, including the impact of
PTSD on first responders. A native Southern Californian, Houlahan now lives in Fairfield County,
Connecticut. 



Laura Kalpakian
Memory Into Memoir 

University of New Mexico Press 
(World English) October 2021
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Draws from 25 years of experience teaching the craft of memoir

Includes specific guidelines for research, scene setting, structure, voice

Offers approaches to complicated material such as dialogue

MEMORY INTO MEMOIR explores the process of turning fluid memory into prose on the page. The 
techniques and strategies suggested in this book draw on twenty-five years of experience teaching memoir at the 
University of Washington, Western Washington University, writers’ conference workshops and independent 
developmental edits for writers of memoir, fiction and creative non-fiction, many of whom have gone on to 
publish.

On Poets & Writers magazine’s recommended list of “Best 
Books for Writers”

Each chapter provides specific instructions, guides, exercises, and examples, referring to classic memoirs as 
models. There are chapters for the writer who is at a loss for where to start, and chapters for the writer who is 
revising, already committed to a larger undertaking. There are chapters for authors of family memoirs written for 
children and grandchildren, for specialized memoirs, and for those writers for whom the very act of picking up 
the pen is a victory over adversity. 

Taken together these chapters guide writers through the whole process, struggling drafts to polished prose. The 
tone of MEMORY INTO MEMOIR is encouraging, informative, authoritative without being didactic, serious 
about the writing, using examples leavened with humor.

Praise

“exceptionally comprehensive and thoroughly 'user friendly' in style, organization and presentation … an ideal and 
unreservedly recommended addition to community library, college, and university library Writing/Publishing 
collections” – Midwest Book Review

A Writer's Handbook

Winner of the 2022 Independent Publisher (“Ippy”) Book 
Awards’ Gold Medal for books on Writing/Publishing 
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Excerpt from Memory Into Memoir

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book; PDF
Rights sold: Chinese language/simplified characters (Beijing Guangchen)

Everyone has memories, but not everyone writes a memoir. Writing a memoir is not simply an act of 
preservation, but an act of invention because the fabric of the past is never clean, hemmed, pressed, 

folded, and stacked chronologically. The past comes to us in fragments finished off by imagination. The 
memoir best emerges at the confluence of memory and imagination: memory calls on imagination to 

mend the ragged ends, to create continuity over the frayed parts. In transforming amorphous memory 
into narrative memoir, the writer puts a literary structure over the past, hoping to both capture and 

evoke, one act propelling the other.
 

Why write a memoir? Writing a memoir does not pin the past to the page in some sort of static 
taxidermy; on the contrary, the memoir strives to make it vivid, available, to make it memorable for that 
matter. Writing a memoir returns the writer—and the reader—to those old traditions of storytelling, 
the sorts of tales once related by elders round ancient campfires, stories rich in lore and significance, a 

sort of treasury of who we are, and how we came to be, what we owe to our ancestors (even if it’s not 
gratitude). Writing a memoir allows you to endow memory with significance, with structure and voice. 

Writing a memoir focuses your past, energizes long-lost voices, brings them into the hearing of the 
reader. Writing a memoir means revisiting, reviving family stories. Writing a memoir can be an act of 
courage or gratitude or a plea for understanding, even a bulwark against loss. Writing a memoir means 
reconsidering what you thought you already knew. Writing a memoir does not create the past, or even 

re-create the past, but it makes the past legible.
 
~

[from Chapter 10: Researching the Memoir] SCENT
 

There are other kinds of research that cannot actually be “done,” but that exist as experiential moments 
to be harnessed in service of the memoir. Along with music, scent is, for me, a most powerful connector 

to the past. But scent, unlike music, cannot be found online.
 

However, it can be predicted. You know that every spring lilacs will bloom and that that particular scent 
will inevitably carry you back to....wherever you spent a certain spring. (The pain or glory of that moment 
might diminish after years. Might not.) The smell of a Christmas tree, that’s indelible, not perhaps for a 
single Christmas, but the cyclical revisiting of Christmas. The scent of cheap suntan lotion, or chlorine 

in a swimming pool, barbeque smoke, or night-blooming jasmine is redolent of summer. When you 
wander into these seasonal moments, give yourself leave to succumb to them. Make notes. Remember.  

“Memory into Memoir will be on my required reading list the next time I teach a creative nonfiction course.” – Split 
Rock Review
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About the author

Former Theodore Roethke Writer in Residence at the University of Washington, award-winning 
novelist Laura Kalpakian (THE GREAT PRETENDERS; THE MEMOIR CLUB, etc.) has 
taught memoir writing courses for more than two decades. 



Kim Suk-Young

Surviving Squid Game

Forthcoming from Applause May 2023
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A Guide to K-Drama, Netflix, 
and Global Streaming Wars

The “British Invasion” ushered in by the Beatles in the 1960s is but a spark next to the bonfire that is the inferno of 
South Korean culture now consuming audiences around the world. From K-pop bands like BTS headlining at the 
United Nations to the wellness industry’s obsession with kimchi's probiotic benefits, Korea is everywhere. Topping 
this greatest hits chart is Squid Game, a genre-bending Netflix series that has ignited social media platforms and 
inspired fascinated devotion across the world.

The seeds for a deep collaborative relationship between Netflix and K-drama had been sown long before the 
phenomenal success of Squid Game, but what particular social conditions allowed for this show to speak viscerally to 
global audiences today as the most-watched drama in ninety countries? In Surviving Squid Game, scholar of Korean 
pop culture Suk-Young Kim throws back the curtain to reveal the multiple factors accounting for the global 
dominance of K-culture. It investigates the origins, manifestations, and future prospects for this cultural juggernaut, 
making it essential reading for both content creators and fans of Korean culture across all media.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English sold to Globe Pequot. All translation rights available.

About the author

Suk-Young Kim is Professor of Theater and Performance Studies at UCLA, where she also directs the 
Center for Performance Studies. A specialist of Korean popular culture, her comments are regularly 
featured on CNN, NPR, Billboard and other major media outlets. Her books include DMZ Crossing: 
Performing Emotional Citizenship Along the Korean Border and K-Pop Live: Fans, Idols, and 
Multimedia Performance.



Ken Krimstein

When I Grow Up

Bloomsbury November 2021
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From the prize-winning author of The Three Escapes of Hannah 
Arendt comes a deeply resonant, graphic depiction of newly 

discovered stories of Jewish youths--from a world on the cusp of a 
nightmare.

In the 1930s, as war loomed in the distance, a group of Jewish scholars in Eastern Europe--guided by the
humanistic philosophy that “he who holds the future, holds the youth”--established an Autobiography
Competition for Jewish youth. Three of these competitions were held, in 1932, 1934, and 1939, in which
more than 600 texts were collected. The prizes for the final competition were never awarded, as on the very
day they were scheduled to be given out, the Nazis invaded Poland, and everything changed. These
autobiographies became some of the first casualties of World War II.

In an unbelievable turn of events, a trove of hidden Jewish documents was recently found in a Lithuanian
church cellar--including hundreds of newly discovered autobiographies of Jewish youth. It's as if hundreds
of Anne Frank stories have suddenly come to light. Each of these autobiographies are charged with a
wrenching poignancy, as the authors have no idea what horror is soon to come. Ken Krimstein, with his
remarkable talent for breathing life into his characters, elevates six of these forgotten youths from historical
ghosts to real human beings. And surrounding it all is the incredible story of the autobiography
competition, the loss of the documents to Nazi invaders, and their eventual, unexpected discovery.

Beautifully illustrated, riveting, heart-wrenching, and timely, Ken Krimstein's newest work opens a time
capsule to a forgotten moment, long since thought lost to history.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English sold to Bloomsbury. French rights sold to Editions Globe. Hebrew rights 
sold to Yedioth Books. The Jennifer Lyons Literary Agency has the translation rights. 

The Lost Autobiographies 
of Six Yiddish Teenagers

YA Crossover Potential 



Ken Krimstein

The Three Escapes 
of Hannah Arendt

Bloomsbury 2018 
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For Persepolis and Logicomix fans, a New Yorker cartoonist’s page- 
turning graphic biography of the fascinating Hannah Arendt, the 

most prominent philosopher of the twentieth century.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English sold to Bloomsbury. Czech rights sold to Oikoymenh. Brazilian rights
sold to WMF Martins. Japanese rights sold to Misuzu Shobo. German rights sold to DTV. Korean
rights sold to The Soup. Italian rights sold to Guanda. Spanish rights sold to Salamandra. French
rights sold to Calmann-Levy. The Jennifer Lyons Literary Agency has the translation rights. 

A Tyranny of Truth

One of the greatest philosophers of the twentieth century and a hero of political thought, the largely unsung 
and often misunderstood Hannah Arendt is best known for her landmark 1951 book on openness in political 
life,The Origins of Totalitarianism, which, with its powerful and timely lessons for today, has become newly 
relevant.

She led an extraordinary life. This was a woman who endured Nazi persecution firsthand, survived 
harrowing “escapes" from country to country in Europe, and befriended such luminaries as Walter 
Benjamin and Mary McCarthy, in a world inhabited by everyone from Marc Chagall and Marlene Dietrich 
to Albert Einstein and Sigmund Freud. A woman who finally had to give up her unique genius for 
philosophy, and her love of a very compromised man--the philosopher and Nazi-sympathizer Martin 
Heidegger--for what she called “love of the world."

Compassionate and enlightening, playful and page-turning, New Yorker cartoonist Ken Krimstein's The 
Three Escapes of Hannah Arendt is a strikingly illustrated portrait of a complex, controversial, deeply 
flawed, and irrefutably courageous woman whose intelligence and "virulent truth telling" led her to 
breathtaking insights into the human condition, and whose experience continues to shine a light on how to 
live as an individual and a public citizen in troubled times.



Albert in Kafkaland
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Forthcoming from Bloomsbury 2023

Ken Krimstein

A graphic narrative that reveals the critical year in Prague (1911-1912) when Einstein became 
“Einstein,” Kafka became “Kafka,” and everything changed for everyone, forever

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English sold to Bloomsbury. German rights sold to Karibu Verlag GmbH. 
Spanish World Rights sold to Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial, S. A. U. French rights 
sold to Editions Globe.

About the author

Ken Krimstein is the author of The Three Escapes of Hannah Arendt, a graphic book from
Bloomsbury, which sold to eleven countries. See backlist addendum for full list. He has
published cartoons in the New Yorker, Punch, the Wall Street Journal, and more. He has
written for New York Observer's "New Yorker's Diary" and has published pieces on websites
including McSweeney's Internet Tendency, Yankee Pot Roast, and Mr. Beller's
Neighborhood. He is the author of Kvetch as Kvetch Can, and teaches at De Paul University
and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He lives in Evanston, Illinois. Einstein, a
graphic bio, is in progress. 



The Picnic
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W.W. Norton (US, Canada, OM) Autumn 2023

Matthew B. Longo

Matthew Longo is a rising star in the philosophy of politics and geography

renewed tensions between Russia and the West recalls the Cold War period

2024 will bring major events in Germany (Berlin) and Hungary (Budapest and Sopron) 
commemorating the 35th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall

A new museum dedicated to the historical significance of the Pan-European Picnic will 
open in Sopron in 2024

Praise for Matthew Longo’s The Politics of Borders

“Longo’s debut, complex and impressive in its scope, signals the emergence of an important 
political theorist.” – Publishers Weekly

“A surge of recent scholarship, of which Longo’s book is perhaps the standout, makes clear 
that there’s much to be gained from zooming out to examine the history and present of 
borders everywhere.” — New Yorker 

Thirty years ago, the Berlin Wall fell, the Iron Curtain collapsed, and the world order shifted from its 
bipolar axis. Many things played a part in this momentous change -- the relentless pressure of 
progress, the crumbling Soviet economy, the influence of Gorbachev -- but as political philosopher 
Matthew Longo argues, it started with something much simpler: a picnic.

In 1989, a handful of people had the audacity to organize a gathering on the Austro-Hungarian border; 
government officials chose to look the other way, and a group of desperate East Germans seized an 
opportunity: the Pan-European Picnic became the greatest breach of the border in Cold War history, 
and the snag that would lead to the unraveling of the Iron Curtain.

Longo examines the history of the event, and its effects, profiles the key players in the drama, 
interviews families who fled the East and those who returned there, and interrogates the issues the of 
borders, migration, and security that define our present political moment. The story of the picnic isn’t 
just about the rush to freedom – the end of one era and the beginning of another – but something 
larger that prefigures the world we live in now: a moment of ideological fracture we are still 
experiencing.
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Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: full, unedited manuscript available now; edited ms expected January 2023 
Rights sold: all translation rights available

Excerpt from  The Picnic

The press conference was held under the cloak of a cloud-thick sky, with journalists transported in 
specially for the occasion. As spectacles go, the May 2nd event was a muted one – there was only so much 

the Nemeth government [of Hungary] could do without the [Communist] Party catching wind.
 

It was dramatic nevertheless: a circuit-breaker was pulled, a bit of electrical wiring rolled up. Rows of 
border guards, young men in dark green uniforms with white, heavy-duty gloves and large wire clippers, 

made their way across the stretch of fencing, snipping the wires from their concrete posts, and rolling
them up into bundles, like metal bushels of hay.

 
The audience was sparse, but the message was clear: from that day forward, the current that made the 

Iron Curtain so deadly, would be switched off.
 

This sent a shockwave around the world – including within the Hungarian Communist Party. 
[Hungarian Prime Minister] Nemeth’s event blind-sided [Communist Party head] Grosz. All the 

planning and coordination happened under his nose, but he knew nothing. It was all over before Grosz 
had time to react. On the outside, it was a triumph of political theatre; on the inside, it was a heist.

 
Nemeth’s timing was not random: the event took place the day after May Day, one of the most 

important dates on the communist calendar – celebrating laborers, and by extension the Party for whom 
they putatively toiled. Party leadership spent the preceding weeks busy with the planning, Grosz 

included. This provided Nemeth all the cover he needed.
 

May Day was supposed to be a special event, a chance for the Party to rekindle confidence in its vision. 
Tens of thousands of people were anticipated. But the weather didn’t cooperate – sheets of rain poured 
over the venue, turning the fairgrounds into a mudded lagoon. Few but Party functionaries showed up. 

When it came time for speeches, Nemeth stood on the damp, cheerless stage beside Grosz, who 
sermonized about the glories of communism and hectored Nemeth for his reckless reforms.

 
If Nemeth took any solace, it was in knowing what was to come the following day.

 
The wire-cutting went off without a hitch. Eager journalists sped home to write up the shocking news, 

border guards soaked up the attention of the world, so rarely cast upon their far-flung stretch of it. That 
evening, news of the event was aired on Hungarian television and the country watched in profound 

disbelief.



About the author

Matthew Longo is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Leiden University (Netherlands). His The 
Politics of Borders: Sovereignty, Security, and the Citizen after 9/11 (Cambridge University Press, 2018), 
won the Charles Taylor Book Award from the American Political Science Association. His work has been 
published in Politico, Los Angeles Review of Books, The Nation, the New York Times, and the Los 
Angeles Times.
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Jed Perl

Authority and Freedom

Knopf, January 2022
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A Defense of the Arts

Praise

From one of our most widely admired art critics comes a call to reaffirm the independence of all the arts – musical,
literary, and visual -- and celebrate their unique and unparalleled power to excite, disturb, and inspire us, even in a
time of social, political, and economic turmoil.

As more and more people look to the arts to promote a particular idea or ideology, whether radical, liberal, or
conservative, Jed Perl reminds us that the arts have their own laws, logic, and power, which transcend the concerns
of any particular moment. “Art’s relevance,” he writes, “has everything to do with what many regard as its
irrelevance.” In a book that embraces creative spirits as varied as Mozart, Michelangelo, Jane Austen, Henry
James, Picasso, and Aretha Franklin, Perl argues that the true power of art lies in its ability to free us from fixed
definitions, coordinates, or categories. He insists on the inherently uncategorizable nature of the artistic
imagination. Reaching for inspiration to artists and thinkers ranging from W. H. Auden to Hannah Arendt, Perl
insists that works of art aren’t blunt statements beamed out into the world but adventuresome dialogues,
simultaneously dispassionate and impassioned, which emerge from a creative spirit’s engagement with the tools
and traditions of a particular medium. He reaffirms the fundamental sense of vocation that gives artists their
purpose and focus. Whether we’re experiencing a poem, a painting, or an opera, it’s the interplay between
authority and freedom—what Perl calls “the lifeblood of the arts”—that fuels the imaginative experience. This is
a book that everybody who cares about the arts and their future will want to read.

“For years Jed Perl has been covering the art world with tremendous 
empathy and unsparing accuracy. His ability to recognize the traditional 
forms of art behind their continual transmutation has made his an almost 

solitary, essential voice.”
John Ashbery

“All artists are critics but very few critics are artists. Jed Perl is one of those few.” Fran Lebowitz

“Jed Perl—a man of refined discernment, great humanity, and unbending honesty—may be the finest
American critic at work today in any field.” The Atlantic
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Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: US, Canada, and Philippines rights sold to Knopf

About the author
JED PERL a regular contributor to The New York Review of Books, was a contributing editor to
Vogue for a decade and the art critic of The New Republic for twenty years Among his many books are
Magicians and Charlatans, Antoine's Alphabet, New Art City, and a two-volume biography of the
sculptor Alexander Calder. He lives in New York City.

“Shows the incisiveness and pluck of George Bernard Shaw writing about music or Pauline Kael reviewing
movies.” The San Francisco Chronicle

“Few people write about art as beautifully, one might say as tenderly, as Jed Perl” The Wall Street Journal



Generation Revolution
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Forthcoming from Basic Books

Nathan Perl-Rosenthal

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Materials Available: World English rights sold to Basic Books

GENERATION REVOLUTION is the first ever generational history of the Atlantic age of 
revolutions, from the American Revolution through the independence of South America (1760-1830).  It 
uses biography and narrative to reveal how two distinct generations of revolutionaries lay the foundations 
of modern politics.  The book retells the story of the American Revolution and early Republic in an 
unprecedented transnational perspective, encompassing connected revolutions in Peru, France, the 
Netherlands, Italy, and the Caribbean.  Its characters include familiar figures such as John and John 
Quincy Adams and many who are unknown, from a seditious Peruvian nun to a lovelorn French botanist- 
turned-revolutionary.

The first revolutionary generation, which came up during the stagnant middle years of the eighteenth 
century, embraced the ideals of equality and democracy.  But members of this generation, including the 
ordinary people and patriot leaders of both the American and French Revolutions, struggled to overcome 
the hierarchical reflexes deeply ingrained in them from childhood.  Revolutionaries before 1800 aimed 
high but often fell short.  The generation of their children, who came of age about 1800, grew up during 
the turbulent last decades of the century.  This second revolutionary generation was more pragmatic and 
succeeded in creating sustained mass movements.  But in both the United States and Latin America, they 
did so only at the price of a sharp turn away from liberal democracy in the first decades of the nineteenth 
century.  

The legacy of these two revolutionary generations still shapes our politics.  The history that Generation 
Revolution recounts helps to explain why the great democratic-republican experiment of the past two 
centuries has so often fallen short of its ideals.  Its argument that deep political change takes generations 
also holds lessons for those working to solve the profound problems that threaten our nation and our 
planet today.

About the author
Nathan Perl-Rosenthal is a writer and historian whose work focuses on the eighteenth century and the 
first “age of revolutions,” circa 1760-1830.  After receiving his AB from Harvard University (high honors) 
he spent a year in France and received a maîtrise in history mention très bien (highest honors) from the 
Sorbonne-Paris IV.  He earned a PhD in History from Columbia University (with distinction) and was 
hired from graduate school into an assistant professorship at the University of Southern California.  His 
first book, Citizen Sailors, a transnational history of early U.S. citizenship from the water’s edge, 
appeared in 2015 with the Belknap Press of HUP.  



Key Changes: The Ten Times Technology Transformed the Music 
Business

~84~

Oxford University Press (World English) 2024

Howie Singer and Bill Rosenblatt

Praise 

An excerpt from the book, published on Rosenblatt’s Copyright and Technology blog, 
generated thousands of reader responses on LinkedIn

The book will address the music business as a global industry, including research from Europe and 
Asia

Most recent books on the music business have focused on the Internet, and specifically Napster, as the 
defining change in the modern music industry. But the business has actually shifted dramatically many times 
over the last century, disrupted by a series of technological innovations. Those innovations are in the 
distribution formats for recorded music: starting in the early 20th century with piano rolls, then moving 
through vinyl, radio, tapes, CDs, music videos, digital downloads, streaming, and into the future with AI, 
voice response, and other emerging technologies. For each of these, there’s a story to be told about 
innovation, disruption, creativity, consumer behavior, economics, and intellectual property.

The authors employ a novel tool for analyzing how the industry has responded to change: what they call the 
“6C Framework”. This model examines the entire ecosystem of the music business, from creator to channel 
of distribution to consumer, and the role of cutting-edge technology, cash, and copyright as each change is 
absorbed and responded to. The authors, both of them industry veterans and adjunct faculty at NYU’s Music 
Business program, augment their decades of experience in the industry with research, including interviews 
with artists, producers, and music label executives.

 “This book will be a bible!” -- Dick Wingate, music industry exec and consultant

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: full unedited manuscript available now; edited ms expected November 2022
Rights sold: all translation rights available

Excerpt from  The Picnic

Radio achieved its position of power and influence in the music industry because it was by far the most efficient
way to promote recorded music for a long time. Yet its ability to do that has rested largely on a couple of quirks in 

U.S. copyright law.
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It’s important to understand that each music track normally has two copyrights: one for the musical composition, 
typically owned by songwriters and music publishers; the other for the sound recording of the composition, typically 
owned by labels or artists. Copyright law says that copyright owners have certain exclusive rights to their creations, 

but copyrights in sound recordings are more limited than copyrights in musical compositions. Specifically, 
songwriters and music publishers have exclusive rights to public performances of their compositions, but recording 

artists and labels don’t have exclusive rights to public performances of their records. Radio broadcasts are considered 
to be public performances.

The lack of a performance right in sound recordings means that radio stations have never had to license records to 
play them on air. They have only had to license the musical compositions.

Arguments over whether sound recording copyrights should include performance rights date back to the 1920s. For 
example, the president of the musicians’ union, the American Federation of Musicians, had this to say at a 1961 

congressional hearing: “[I]t is a shocking crime that people like [Philadelphia Orchestra conductor] Mr. Leopold 
Stokowski or Leonard Bernstein, or Louis Armstrong, or whoever the artist may be, are denied the right to receive 
additional fees, when money is made with his product. All you have to do is put a radio set into this room today and 

you can listen for hours and hours to canned music here, records received free by the broadcaster, if you please, 
while the men who made them are sitting home trying to figure out how to pay for their children’s education.” 
When Congress finally enacted copyrights in sound recordings with the Sound Recording Act of 1971, it didn’t 

include a public performance right, despite recommendations from the U.S. Copyright Office that it be included.

As far as musical compositions are concerned, court decisions in 1940 established that radio stations could obtain 
records and play them on the air as many times as they wanted without having to seek permission from music 

publishers. In legal terms, radio stations have a compulsory license to the musical compositions performed on the 
records they play. Stations do have to pay royalties on musical compositions, but that is simple to do through PROs 
(performance rights organizations), which license public performance rights to musical compositions on behalf of 

large numbers of songwriters and music publishers.

PROs offer blanket licenses, meaning that a radio station just has to pay each PRO a license fee and it gets a license 
to all of the compositions in the PRO’s repertoire. The PRO then figures out whom to pay how much for the 

airplay.

In other words, radio stations—unlike today’s streaming music services—have had an easy path to licensing music, 
enabling them to play whatever music they want whenever they want without advance permission.

About the authors
Howie Singer and Bill Rosenblatt are veterans of the music industry, currently consultants and faculty in 
the Music Business Program at New York University.



Built Not Borrowed: How to Stop People-Pleasing, 
Overfunctioning, and Quick-Fixing Your Way Through Life
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Forthcoming from St. Martin's Essentials, Spring 2024

Dr. Kathleen Smith

Agent: Jessica Felleman
Materials Available: Proposal
Rights Sold: USCOM, Simplified Chinese, all other rights available 

BUILT NOT BORROWED is a relatable self-help guide for readers who are affected by burnout and 
want to learn to live less for others and more confidently by their own principles. Like Burnout by Emily 
and Amelia Nagoski meets Set Boundaries, Find Peace by Nedra Glover Tawwab, Dr. Smith uses 
examples from her own life and the lives of her therapy patients to explain how we borrow maturity from 
our relationships and offer solutions and steps for building our own best-thinking. Working with 
research rooted in Bowen family systems theory, Dr. Smith unpacks the nature of borrowing, and 
teaches readers how to build a stronger sense of self in order to feel confident in their beliefs and their 
choices. If a reader is unsure if the career path they’re on is one they want to stay on, Dr. Smith will show 
them how to redefine what a successful career means to them, instead of focusing on what their parents’ 
dreams are. If they want to stop storming out of the room when their partner denies climate change, 
she’ll help them zoom out and look at where that automatic reaction comes from and instead, decide how 
to react. By the end of the book, readers will have a new set of principles and a new sense of self that’s 
ready to stand strong in the face of any challenge. 

About the author
Dr. Kathleen Smith is a licensed therapist and mental health author and reporter with over 
10,000 subscribers to her weekly newsletter. An associate faculty member of the Bowen 
Center for the Study of the Family, she teaches Bowen family systems theory to leaders 
around the globe and is the only traditionally published author to bring this theory to 
readers, starting with her previous book, Everything Is(n’t) Terrible (Hachette, December 
2019), which has been translated into 6 languages. She has been interviewed by The New 
York Times and The Washington Post about anxiety and burnout during the Covid 
pandemic, and her writing has appeared in Slate, Salon, New York Magazine, Psychology 
Today, and more. 



Jonathan Wells

The Skinny
ZE Books 

(World English) August 2021
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Praise

A literary memoir of body image and coming of age (from an 
uncommon male perspective) and a story of secrets and betrayals: JR 
Ackerley’s My Father and Myself meets Roxane Gay’s Hunger with 

the unconventional parenting of Adrienne Brodeur’s Wild Game

On Vogue magazine’s list of  Best Books of Summer 2021

“Gripping in its articulation of an underrepresented perspective on masculinity” – Foreword 
Reviews

“Rivals Tobias Wolff’s THIS BOY’S LIFE in its power to enthrall”  – Airmail Weekly

“The Skinny” is the story of a boy’s struggle to establish his independence and identity against a rigid 
definition of manhood. 

When Jonathan was eleven years old, and being bullied at school, his father became fixated on Jonathan’s 
size and – especially – his weight. He devised diets and exercises of his own creation; when those failed, he 
sought medical solutions for his son. 

When none of these approaches had yet made a man out of Jonathan, his father came up with a plan. He sent 
his son to a prostitute – Jonathan was fourteen. Ingrid “specialized in young boys”. The arrangement was 
made with the explicit instruction that Jonathan’s mother must never be told; it would be a secret between 
father and son. 

The memoir sees Jonathan from boyhood though adulthood and marriage as he wrestles with the effects of 
an unconventional education in life and intimacy, until at last he is able to extricate himself from his father’s 
influence to determine his own identity as a man, a husband, and a father.

“One of the most vulnerable memoirs I’ve ever read, Jonathan Wells’ SKINNY is the story of surviving the 
long, brutal gauntlet toward manhood that many boys who grew up in the 1970s and ‘80s endured.  An 
important cautionary tale illuminating the devastating, life-long harm caused by rigid gender rules and the 
parents who try to enforce them.” – Bill Clegg,  author of Portrait of an Addict as a Young Man and The 
End of the Day

https://www.vogue.com/article/best-books-summer-2021


About the author
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Excerpt from THE SKINNY

My father gave me a lecture about reading as if that was something else I was doing wrong. Cocking his
head slightly to the side, he said, “I’ve been watching you and I think you’re taking too long on each
page. Are you reading every word?” he asked. I looked at him surprised that reading didn’t mean that

each word counted.

“Is that wrong?” I asked.

“Well, not wrong exactly but who has time for the little words. Do you really need ‘the’ ‘and’ ‘if’ or
helper verbs? Does the tense really matter? Those won’t give you the gist of it. They can be skipped and

you won’t be missing much.”

He examined me to make sure I was following him closely. “No articles, prepositions or pronouns is my
motto. They just get in the way and jumble up the sentence. You need to get to the meat as quickly as
possible. It’s like when I take you to a restaurant. Do I say eat the vegetables and potatoes first? No, I
say, ‘Eat what I’m paying for.’ I’m paying for the meat. Ignore the vegetables. If you take all of those
bitty words out, you’ll reach the same conclusion. I call it vertical reading. Horizontal is for scholars.

You don’t want to be a horizontalist, do you?” 
~

I sat behind my father’s black leather desk in his black leather chair as if by sitting there his authority
would be conferred on me. I looked at the small brass plaque that he had kept on his desk for as long as
I’d been visiting. It said, “If you can’t dazzle them with knowledge, baffle them with bullshit.” It faced

out so every visitor could read it.

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: finished book, e-galley
Rights sold: Russian (Ripol)
 

The former director of Rolling Stone Press (the book publishing division of Rolling Stone magazine), 
Jonathan Wells is a poet and prose writer. He has published three poetry collections: Train Dance; 
The Man With Many Pens; and Debris. His poems have appeared in The New Yorker, Ploughshares, 
AGNI and The Academy of American Poets Poem-A-Day program, among others. 

“Layer by layer, Jonathan Wells unravels the father-son knot in ways both troubling and uplifting. I was gripped
by THE SKINNY, a remarkable portrait of the most tangled of relationships, written with a poet's eye and
grace."―Roger Cohen, author of The Girl from Human Street: A Jewish Family Odyssey

“THE SKINNY is a deeply haunting account of the lasting effects of emotional and physical bullying. I couldn’t
put it down.” – Besty Bonner, author of The Book of Atlantis Black

“In precise and poetic prose, Jonathan Wells explores the intersection of wealth, sexuality, and body image, peeling
back the glittering layers of privilege … in a culture of toxic masculinity” – Adrienne Brodeur, author of Wild
Game



Bob White

The Classic Sporting Art
 of Bob White

Stackpole Books 
(US/Canada) September 2020
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Praise

A collection of the author’s best work, paintings which have established Bob White as a classic sporting artist of the
highest caliber. The collection includes 200 images in oil, watercolor, pencil, and ink of fresh and saltwater fly fishing,
upland and waterfowl hunting, game fish and birds, sporting dogs in field and portrait, and landscapes from Alaska to
Patagonia and points between. Along with the art pieces are annotated descriptions explaining the inspiration, history,
and location of the works and occasional sidebars describing the artist’s technique and process.

“Bob’s fish have the same authenticity as Frederick Remington’s horses – not just anatomically correct, but
unquestionably alive - and his caught fish look caught, that is, momentarily puzzled and defeated … one of his most
compelling fish portraits is of a brightly-colored six-inch brook trout resting momentarily in a fisherman’s wet palm
like a piece of jewelry.” —John Gierach

Agent: Pamela Malpas
Materials Available: watermarked PDF
US/Canada Rights sold to Stackpole Books. All translation rights available.

Bob White’s work hangs in the private and corporate 
collections of sportsmen on six continents, with clients 

including Oscar de la Renta and Michael Douglas 

Bob White’s work has been featured in all of the premier magazines and journals of fly-fishing,
including Trout, Fly Rod & Reel, and Gray’s Sporting Journal.
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Excerpt from THE CLASSIC SPORTING ART OF BOB WHITE:

Bob White is one of the most recognized artists of the outdoor sporting world. He has contributed artwork and
essays to more than thirty books and been published in every outdoor sporting magazine of merit. Among his
many credits and accomplishments, he was inducted into the Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame as Legendary
Artist in 2009, was Fly Rod & Reel’s Guide of the Year in 1988 and is featured as guide and artist on ESPN’s
Fly Fishing the World and Fly Fishing America. He lives in Marine-on-St.-Croix, Minnesota.

About the author



Marjorie Agosin

The Maps of Memory 
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Children's

Return to Butterfly Hill

Sequel to the critically acclaimed novel I Lived on Butterfly Hill

Atheneum/Simon and Schuster September 2020 

 Return to Butterfly Hill focuses on the presence of magic in everyday 
life, the importance of memory and the enduring power of love and 

resilience.

During Celeste Marconi’s time in Maine, thoughts of the brightly colored cafes and salty air of Valparaíso, Chile,
carried her through difficult, homesick days. Now, she’s finally returned home to find the dictatorship has left its
mark on her once beautiful and vibrant community.

“Captivating and exquisite." -- Kirkus, starred review



When Celeste sets off on her biggest adventure yet, she’ll uncover more heartbreaking truths of what her country
has endured. But every small victory makes a difference, and even if Butterfly Hill can never be what it was,
moving forward and healing can make it something even better.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: Word English rights sold to Atheneum. Spanish Rights for the US were sold to Penguin.

Celeste is determined to help her beloved Butterfly Hill get back to the way it was and to encourage her neighbors
to fight to regain what they’ve lost. More than anything, Celeste wishes she could bring back her best friend,
Lucilla, who was one of many to disappear during the dictatorship. Celeste tries to piece together what happened,
but it all seems too big to fix—until she receives a letter that changes everything.
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I Lived on Butterfly Hill
Atheneum 2014 

Celeste Marconi is a dreamer. She lives peacefully among friends and neighbors and family in the idyllic town of
Valparaiso, Chile—until the time comes when even Celeste, with her head in the clouds, can’t deny the political
unrest that is sweeping through the country. Warships are spotted in the harbor and schoolmates disappear from
class without a word. Celeste doesn’t quite know what is happening, but one thing is clear: no one is safe, not
anymore.

The country has been taken over by a government that declares artists, protestors, and anyone who helps the needy
to be considered “subversive” and dangerous to Chile’s future. So Celeste’s parents—her educated, generous, kind
parents—must go into hiding before they, too, “disappear.” To protect their daughter, they send her to America.

As Celeste adapts to her new life in Maine, she never stops dreaming of Chile. But even after democracy is
restored to her home country, questions remain: Will her parents reemerge from hiding? Will she ever be truly
safe again?

Accented with interior artwork, steeped in the history of Pinochet’s catastrophic takeover of Chile, and based on
many true events, this multicultural ode to the power of revolution, words, and love is both indelibly brave and
heartwrenchingly graceful.

Agosín, an award-winning author, lived a similar multicultural, 
multigenerational story set around the Pinochet coup in the 1970s, and 

she writes of it with beauty and grace, telling a compelling tale that both 
enchants and haunts.
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Marjorie Agosín is the Pura Belpré Award–winning author of I Lived on Butterfly Hill. Raised in Chile,
her family moved to the United States to escape the horrors of the Pinochet takeover of their country.
She has received the Letras de Oro Prize for her poetry, and her writings about—and humanitarian work
for—women in Chile have been the focus of feature articles in The New York Times, The Christian
Science Monitor, and Ms. magazine. She has also won the Latino Literature Prize for her poetry. She is
a Spanish professor at Wellesley College.

About the author

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: Word English rights sold to Atheneum. Spanish Rights for the US were sold to Penguin.



Kenneth Bøgh Andersen                                                                

The Devil's Apprentice:
The Great Devil War I

Book 1 in the multi-award winning series. Published in more than 10 countries 
and movie rights optioned!

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: Movie rights are sold (a three season tv series is in development). English audio rights are sold.
Previously published in Denmark, Norway, Germany, Iceland, Spain, Turkey, Poland, Russia, Czech Republic, and
Slovakia. 

Philip is a good boy, a really good boy, who accidentally gets sent to Hell to become the Devil's heir. The Devil,
Lucifer, is dying and desperately in need of a successor, but there's been a mistake and Philip is the wrong boy.

Lucifer has no other choice than to begin the difficult task of training Philip in the ways of evil. Philip is
terrible at being bad, but when he falls in love with the she-devil Satina and experiences the powerful forces of
love and jealousy, the task becomes much easier.

Philip finds both friends and enemies in this odd, gloomy underworld--but who can he trust, when he discovers
an evil-minded plot against the dark throne?

The Great Devil War is a gripping and humorous tale about good and evil 
seen from an unusual perspective, wrapped in a fast-paced plot full of 

adventure, mystery, and engaging characters, and set in a world beyond 
your wildest dreams...

Winner of the Karen Blixen award, the ORLA award, and the BMF award.

Praise

“The Devil's Apprentice is thrilling, fascinating, profound and still somehow funny all the way through. I loved this
book and this world." - Michael Grant, author of the Gone series. “The worst employer in the world just offered
you a job you absolutely don’t want and yet it truly is a job to die for.  Kenneth Anderson’s THE DEVIL’S
APPRENTICE is thrilling, fascinating, profound and still somehow funny all the way through. I loved this book
and this world"
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“One of the most unique YA Fantasy books I've read. Highly enjoyable." ***** Bite Into Books

“Imagine if Tim Burton wrote Harry Potter." ***** - Goodreads

- The Danish School Library Award (The Devil's Apprentice)
- The Orla Award * 2 (The Devil's Apprentice & The Die of Death) 
- The BMF Award (which is the Danish Bookshop's Children's Book Award) (The Wrongful Death)
- The Blixen Award (given for the entire series)

Awards

The Devil's Apprentice is currently a finalist in Book Bloggers' Novel of the Year Award

“Impressive world building through vivid imagery. The plot is complex enough to satisfy teenagers and adults (of all
ages). Highly compelling." - LoveReading

“Andersen’s exceptional plotting ensures that its sequel will be irresistible. An enjoyably disturbing supernatural tale." -
Kirkus Reviews
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Kenneth Bøgh Andersen was born in Denmark on a dark and stormy night in November 1976. He began
writing when he was a teenager. In 2000 he published his debut fantasy book, The Battle of Caïssa, and
that's when things really took off. Since then he's published more than 40+ books for MG and YA readers in
genres ranging from fantasy to horror and science fiction. His books have been translated into more than 15
languages and his series about the superhero Antboy has been adapted for film, which is available on Netflix.
An animated movie and TV series are currently in development. In 2018 The Devil's Apprentice came to life
on stage in a musical adaption in fall 2018, and the movie rights for the series have also been optioned. He
lives in Copenhagen with his wife, two boys, a dog named Milo and spiders in the basement. Learn more at
kennethbandersen.com.

About the author

http://kennethbandersen.com/


Anita Jari Kharbanda

Lioness of Punjab
Yali Books September 2022
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“We will fight here,” I commanded the warriors. “We are strong. We will have no fear. 
As Sikh warriors, we are ready to fight for justice. Vahiguru Ji Ka Khalsa! Vahiguru Ji Ki Fateh!”

It is the winter of 1705, and the tenth Guru of the Sikhs is under attack by the armies of the mighty Mughal 
Emperor, Aurangzeb. Under siege and isolated, Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s men are exhausted beyond measure, 
and forty soldiers decide to head home. Back in the villages of Punjab, these forty men are met by a fiery Sikh 
woman—a warrior who has been preparing all her life for this very moment—who leads the deserters back to 
the Guru. This is the story of that warrior, the fierce Mai Bhago, who chose the sword to symbolize her 
unwavering loyalty and devotion to her people and her faith.

This energetic coming-of-age young adult novel brings us closer to Mai Bhago—a woman revered in the Sikh 
community and beyond—to imagine her growing to embrace her many roles in a way that was entirely her own 
and, in the process, becoming a shining inspiration for young women everywhere.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold:  English language rights for the US, its territories, Canada and the Philippines
sold to Yali Books

About the author
Anita Kharbanda is an Indian-American engineer by trade and a storyteller by heart.  She lives 
in North Texas with her husband and two sons. An avid lifelong reader of all kinds of fiction,
she revels in seeing her children do the same. The healing power of letters filled with family 
history inspired Anita to start writing. She now writes the kinds of stories she’s devoured 
through the years, with one difference. She promised herself she’d write stories about the 
characters she dreamed of seeing in books growing up and lift the voices of those who go 
unheard.



Roberta Flack with Tonya Bolden

The Green Piano
Random House Children's Books February 14, 2023
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This autobiographical picture book by the multiple Grammy Award-winning singer Roberta Flack recounts her 
childhood in a home surrounded by music and love: it all started with a beat-up piano that her father found in a 
junkyard, repaired, and painted green.

Growing up in a Blue Ridge mountain town, little Roberta didn't have fancy clothes or expensive toys...but she 
did have music. And she dreamed of having her own piano.

When her daddy spies an old, beat-up upright piano in a junkyard, he knows he can make his daughter's dream 
come true. He brings it home, cleans and tunes it, and paints it a grassy green. And soon the little girl has an 
instrument to practice on, and a new dream to reach for--one that will make her become a legend in the music 
industry.

Here is a lyrical picture book--perfect for aspiring piano players and singers--that shares an intimate look at 
Roberta Flack's family and her special connection to music.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English rights sold to Random House Children's Books

Kirkus Starred Review
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About Roberta Flack

Legendary singer Roberta Flack is known for her number one singles "The First Time Ever I Saw 
Your Face", "Killing Me Softly with His Song," "Feel Like Makin' Love," and "Where Is the Love" 
and "The Closer I Get to You," two of her many duets with Donny Hathaway. She is the recipient of 
thirteen Grammy nominations, four of which she won, as well as a Grammy Lifetime Achievement 
Award.

About Tonya Bolden

Tonya Bolden is the award-winning author/co-author/editor of more than two dozen books for young 
people. They include Finding Family, which was a Kirkus Reviews and Bank Street Best Children's 
Book of the Year; Maritcha: A Nineteenth-Century American Girl, a Coretta Scott King Honor Book; 
MLK: Journey of a King, winner of a National Council of Teachers of English Orbis Pictus Award; and 
Emancipation Proclamation: Lincoln and the Dawn of Liberty, an ALSC Notable Children's Book and 
CBC/NCSS Notable Social Studies Trade Book for Young People. Tonya also received the Children's 
Book Guild of Washington, DC's Nonfiction Award. A Princeton University magna cum laude
baccalaureate with a master's degree from Columbia University, Tonya lives in NYC.

About the Illustrator

Hayden Goodman is a painter and children’s book illustrator born and raised in the wilderness of 
Western Massachusetts. Her clients include the New Yorker, the New York Times, MIT, and Garden 
& Gun. The Green Piano is her debut picture book.



Sharon g. flake                                                                                   

The Life I'm In

Sequel to the Coretta Scott King Award-winning novel The Skin I'm In

Scholastic January 2021

The powerful and long-anticipated companion to The Skin I'm In, Sharon Flake's bestselling modern classic, 
presents the unflinching story of Char, a young woman trapped in the underworld of human trafficking.

My feet are heavy as stones when I walk up the block wondering why I can't find my old self. 

In The Skin I'm In, readers saw into the life of Maleeka Madison, a teen who suffered from the ridicule she 
received because of her dark skin color. For decades fans have wanted to know the fate of the bully who made 
Maleeka's life miserable, Char. 
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Nominated for a 2021 Kirkus Prize for Young Adult Literature

Now in Sharon Flake's latest and unflinching novel, The Life I'm In, we follow Charlese Jones, who, with 
her raw, blistering voice speaks the truths many girls face, offering insight to some of the causes and 
conditions that make a bully. Turned out of the only home she has known, Char boards a bus to nowhere 
where she is lured into the dangerous web of human trafficking. Much is revealed behind the complex system 
of men who take advantage of vulnerable teens in the underbelly of society. While Char might be frightened, 
she remains strong and determined to bring herself and her fellow victims out of the dark and back into the 
light, reminding us why compassion is a powerful cure to the ills of the world. 

Sharon Flake's bestselling, Coretta Scott King Award-winning novel The Skin I'mIn was a game changer 
when it was first published more than twenty years ago. It redefined young adult literature by presenting 
characters, voices, and real-world experiences that had not been fully seen. Now Flake offers readers another 
timely and radical story of a girl on the brink and how her choices will lead her to either fall, or fly.

Praise for The Skin I'm In:
Coretta Scott King/John Steptoe Award for New Talent
Publishers Weekly Author to Watch



Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: World English rights sold to Scholastic. Italian rights sold to Giunti Editore. 
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Not for the faint of heart, Flake's novel treats Char’s experiences with vivid transparency. Char’s voice is
harrowing as the complexities behind her life and relationships are peeled back, exposing the pain behind her
actions and a steadfast resolve to do better. Despite everything she encounters, Char is not alone, as her
relationships with both Maleeka and Ms. Saunders evolve in unanticipated and heart-wrenching ways, signaling
to readers that it’s never too late to try and turn things around. 
— Melanie Marshall, BOOKLIST, Starred Review

Praise for the Life I'm In

“Funny and clever...will pull readers into a world too rarely represented in middle-grade fiction."-Booklist

“Flake's debut novel will hit home...echoes universal brink-of-adolescence concerns."-Publishers Weekly, starred review

“Young teens will appreciate Flake's authenticity."-School Library Journal

In this candid, riveting companion to her 1998 novel The Skin I’m In, Coretta Scott King Medalist Flake explores
the psyche of Maleeka’s former tormentor, 16-year-old Black orphan Charlese “Char” Jones . . . Strong first-person
narration shows the deterioration of Char’s attitude and self-esteem as she struggles to survive. Representing the
plight of many, Char’s narrative presents a cruel underbelly of society; returning readers will relish Maleeka’s and
Miss Saunders’s reappearances, but any reader can appreciate this novel’s indelible impact. — PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY, Starred Review

About the author

Winner of the John Steptoe Awkward for New Talent in 1991 and the Coretta Scott King Award,
Sharon Flake's debut novel THE SKIN I'M IN (Hachette 1991) is a bestseller and has sold one million
copies and counting. Flake is also the author of MONEY HUNGRY (Hyperion 2001), BEGGING
FOR CHANGE (Disney Press 2007), WHO AM I WITHOUT HIM?: SHORT STORIES
ABOUT GIRLS AND THE BOYS IN THEIR LIVES (Disney/Hyperion 2007), BANG!
(Disney/Hyperion 2007), THE BROKEN BIKE BOY AND THE QUEEN OF 33RD STREET
(Disney/Hyperion 2009), YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW ME: STORIES AND POEMS ABOUT
BOYS (Disney/Hyperion 2011), PINNED (Scholastic 2012), and UNSTOPPABLE OCTOBIA
MAY (Scholastic 2015). Sharon lives in Pittsburgh, where she enjoys gardening, line dancing, and
walking her dog, Pharaoh. 



Sonia Manzano                                                                                   

Coming Up Cuban

Sequel to the Coretta Scott King Award-winning novel The Skin I'm In

Scholastic August 2021
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Nominated for a 2021 Kirkus Prize for Young Adult Literature

From Pura Belpré Honoree and Emmy-award winning actor Sonia Manzano--best known as "Maria" from Sesame 
Street--comes the expansive and timeless story of four children who must carve out a path for themselves in the wake of 
Fidel Castro's rise to power.

Fifteen-time Emmy Award winner and Pura Belpre honoree Sonia Manzano examines the impact of the 1959 Cuban 
Revolution on four children from very different walks of life. In the wake of a new regime in Cuba, Ana, Miguel, 
Zulema, and Juan learn to find a place for themselves in a world forever changed. In a tumultuous moment of history, 
we see the lasting affects of a revolution in Havana, the countryside, Miami, and New York. Through these snapshot 
stories, we are reminded that regardless of any tumultuous times, we are all forever connected in our humanity.

Agent: Jennifer Lyons
Rights sold: English and Spanish rights in the US and the Philippines and English rights in Canada sold to 
Scholastic. All other translation rights are available.

About the author

Sonia Manzano has affected the lives of millions since the early 1970s, as the actress who defined the role 
of "Maria" on the acclaimed television series Sesame Street. Sonia has won fifteen Emmy Awards for 
her television writing and is the recipient of a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Academy of Arts 
and Sciences. People magazine named Sonia one of America's most influential Hispanics. She lives in 
New York City.



Non-fiction
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But You Don't Look Arab (And Other Tales of Unbelonging) by CNN's Hala Gorani. North 
American rights sold to Hachette. English and Arabic rights sold to Saqi and Dar al Saqi. 
Forthcoming in the UK, Summer 2023.  Agent Jennifer Lyons.

Taking back the Middle East: Possible Pasts and Future Opportunities by Professor Fawaz 
Gerges. World English rights sold to Yale. Agent Jennifer Lyons.

The  Skin I'm In Book 3 by Sharon G. Flake. Forthcoming from Scholastic. World English 
rights sold to Scholastic. Agent Jennifer Lyons.

Once in a Blue Moon by Sharon G. Flake. Forthcoming from Random House. English rights 
in the US, its territories, Canada, and the Philippines sold. Agent Jennifer Lyons.

Children's

You  Make Me Sneeze by Sharon G. Flake. Forthcoming from Astra. World English rights 
sold to Astra. Agent Jennifer Lyons.

Fiction
The Shape of Dreams by April Reynolds. English rights in the US, its territories, Canada, 
and the Philippines sold were sold to Knopf Doubleday. Materials will be available in May 
2023. Agent Jennifer Lyons.

Forthcoming



Estates

James Purdy
James Purdy born in 1914, was the author of Malcolm, The Nephew, Eustace Chisholm and the Works 
and many other novels and short story collections. He lived in New York until his death in 2009. A 
finalist for the National Book Award, he was awarded the Clifton Fadiman Medal by the Mercantile 
Library and the Morton Dauwen Zabel Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

William Wharton
William Wharton was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He graduated from Upper Darby High 
School in 1943, and was inducted into the school’s Wall of Fame in 1997. During World War II, 
Wharton volunteered to serve in the United States Army and was first assigned to serve in an 
engineering unit. He ended up being assigned to serve in the infantry and was severely wounded in the 
Battle of the Bulge. After his discharge, he attended the University of California, Los Angeles, where he 
received an undergraduate degree in art and a doctorate in psychology, later teaching art in the Los 
Angeles Unified School District. His first novel Birdy was published in 1978 when he was more than 50 
years old. Birdy was a critical and popular success, and Alan Parker directed a film version starring 
Nicolas Cage and Matthew Modine. After the publication of Birdy and through the early 1990s, Du 
Aime published eight novels, including Dad and A Midnight Clear, both of which were also filmed, the 
former starring Jack Lemmon. It is worth noting that he gained an enormous and unusual popularity in 
Poland, where many extra editions as well as visits followed and eventually some works were prepared 
and published only in Polish.
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Henry Winterfeld
Henry Winterfeld is a cherished author of children’s books and young adult books. Some of the 
published credits of Henry Winterfeld include Trouble at Timpetill, Mystery of the Roman Ransom, and 
Detectives in Togas.

Isaac Babel
Isaac Babel was a short story writer and playwright who was a correspondent of the Red Army forces of 
Semyon Budyonny during the Russian civil war. Babel’s fame is based on his stories of the Jews in 
Odessa and his novel Red Cavalry (1926). He was the first major Russian Jewish writer to write in 
Russian.
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geula@thedeborahharrisagency.com

ITALY:
The Italian Literary Agency Srl

Via De Amicis, 53
20123 Milano
Italy

+39 02865445

Contact: 
Beatrice Beraldo
beatrice.beraldo@italianliterary.com

JAPAN:
English Agency

4F Sakuragi Building 
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama
Minato-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 107-0062

+81 3 3406 5385

Contact: 
Corinne Shoji
corinne@eaj.co.jp 
 

KOREA:
KCC(Korea Copyright Center Inc.) 

#520, Compound 3, Gyonghigung-achim 
34, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 
03174, Korea

Tel: 82-2-725-3350ㅣFax; 82-2-725-3612

Contact: 
Rockyoung Lee 
rylee@kccseoul.com
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LATVIA, LITHUANIA, ESTONIA, UKRAINE, 
GEORGIA, ARMENIA, AZERBAIJAN, UZBEKISTAN, 
KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN AND 
TURKMENISTAN:
ANA Baltic

ANA Baltic, Ltd.
Gertrudes Street 19/21-3
Riga LV 1011
Latvia

Contacts: 
Kristine Shatrovska anab@anab.apollo.lv
Tatjana Zoldnere’ zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

THE NETHERLANDS:
Sebes & Bisseling Literary Agency

Herengracht 613 
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama 
1017 CE Amsterdam

Contact: 
Paul Sebes
sebes@sebes.nl

POLAND:
Graal Literary Agency

Ul. Pruszkowska 29 lok. 252 
02-119 Warsaw, Poland

Phone Number: +48 22 895-2000

Graal Contact: 
Paulina Machnik
paulina.machnik@graal.com.pl

mailto:ballalit@ballalit.hu
mailto:anab@anab.apollo.lv
mailto:zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv


ROMANIA
Simona Kessler International
Copyright Agency LTD

Str. Banul Antonache 37, 
011663 Bucharest 1, 
ROMANIA;

Tel.: (004021) 316 48 06 
Fax: (004021) 316 47 94;

Contact: 
Simona Kessler 
simona@kessler-agency.ro, 
office@kessler-agency.ro

RUSSIA:
Synopsis Literary Agency

Office 404
Leninsky prospect 111, bld.1
Moscow 119421

Tel: +7 916 421 9708

Contact: 
Anastasya Markova 
Nastya@synopsis-agency.ru

SCANDINAVIA:
Licht & Burr Literary Agency Aps.

Ny Vestergade 1, st.
PO Box 2142
DK-1015 Copenhagen K
Denmark

+49 33 33 00 21

Contact:
Trine Licht 
tl@licht-burr.dk

Barcelona (Spain)
Phone: +34 93 368 17 05

Contact:
Sandra Bruna 
sbruna@sandrabruna.com 
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TAIWAN:
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Taiwan 

10F, No. 170, Sec. 4 
Nan-King East Road 
Taipei 105 
Taiwan, R.O.C.

+886 2 2579 8251

Contact: 
Whitney Hsu 
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw

TURKEY:
Kalem Literary Agency 

Caferaga Mah. Moda Cad. Erengul Apt. No:110 K:1 D:1 
34710 Kadıkoy, Istanbul

+90 212 245 44 06

Contact:
(FICTION): Kardelen Genc 
rights7@kalemgency.com
(NON-FICTION): Safak Tahmaz 
rights3@kalemagency.com
(CHILDREN – YA): Nazlican Kabatas
rights4@kalemagency.com

SPAIN, LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, 
PORTUGAL:
Sandra Bruna Agencia Literaria

Address: C/ Balmes 207 Principal 2º, 08006,

UK:
Abner Stein 

Suite 137, China Works
100 Black Prince Road
London SE1 7SJ

Contact
Caspian Dennis Caspian@abnerstein.co.uk

mailto:Caspian@abnerstein.co.uk


FILM & TELEVISION:
Lynn Pleshette Literary Agency

2700 N Beachwood Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 

(323) 465-0428

Contact: 
Michael Cendejas 
macendejas@lynnpleshetteagency.com
Lynn Pleshette 
lpleshette@lynnpleshetteagency.com

The Gersh Agency

41 Madison Avenue
29th Floor
New York, NY 10010
(212) 997-1818

Contact:
Hannah Vaughn
hvaughn@gersh.com

APA Talent and Literary Agency

3 Columbus Circle
23rd Floor
New York, NY 10019 

212.205.4320

Contact:
Debbie Deuble Hill
ddeuble@apa-agency.com

We have also worked with numerous other film partners.
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